Gigantic activities on the Sun, an extra
charge.

Eruptions on the Sun’s surface …

Enormous activities on the Sun’s surface. According to astronomers, the Sun’s magnetic field is weaker than
before.

The Sun’s weak
magnetic field

The Sun’s
magnetic field

Nemesis’s
magnetic field
Nemesis’s strong
magnetic field

If the Sun’s magnetic is weaker than before, it is because there is another object in the solar system which has a stronger
magnetic field than the Sun. The object is a celestial body, a neutron star which was initially called AN, then Aten. Now we call
it Nemesis. This celestial body is also a dark star and is now inside our solar system. It has a stronger magnetic field than the
Sun and exerts an influence on it. This legendary neutron star which appears in ancient records and stories, even religious ones,
will soon re-appear in the sky. It will come back after around 3,600 years and now everybody will learn to know the black sun
and its repercussions. Nostradamus, too, writes about this planet which will rule in the solar system, it is on its way. Both in ours
and in Nemesis’s solar system there will be terrible natural catastrophes of various kinds. Above all in our solar system, where
all celestial bodies will be involved. Right now our Sun is at a disadvantage in comparison with the dark sun Nemesis. More info
at Life and the Black Hole, pp 6-10.

From the Sumer era we can see the neutron star Nemesis’s solar system with 7 planets. This dark sun is symbolized
by a 7-pointed star. But if we include the shadow, the sun becomes an 8-pointed star. What can this mean? Maya
astronomers (800-1050, the Maya calendar) were very interested in the neutron star’s pentagonal orbit around the Sun
and they were particularly interested in Venus’s orbit in connection with Nemesis’s return. What can also happen is
that when Nemesis enters the solar system, it will catch Venus in its orbit and leave the solar system with Venus as its
8th planet. It will then become an 8-pointed star which, symbolically, is the star of the Lamb. – Note that I interpret
this theme according to my knowledge.

Planet Venus; the evening and
morning star Venus

During the next 40 years we will see if Venus ends up in a different solar system or not. The Maya snake deity
Kukulkan called himself Venus. More info at Mayas-Inkas-Azteks and their Secrets, pp 9-14.

We can move to our
closest celestial body, the
Moon. On Apollo 14’s
emblem we can see
Nemesis as a comet
which visits the Moon,
revealing its secret to the
population on Earth…

The Apollo Program, 1967-1976
as a Way to the final Goal and the
Moon.
Apollo 1

The Apollo 1 crew died in 1967. Due to serious technical
problems the astronauts burned in their cabin. More info at Moon
Mystery, page 47.

Florida
Launch: Kennedy Space Center

Apollo 7, 11/10/68 – 20/10/68

Apollo 7

Donn Eisele (2), Walter Schirra (1), Walter Cunningham (3)
Test of the Apollo spacecraft which orbited the Earth 163
times. More info at Moon Mystery, pp 47-49.

Florida
Start: Kennedy Space Center

Apollo 8, 21/12/68 – 27/12/68

Edward White (2), Virgil Grissom (1) Roger Chaffee (3)

Apollo 8

James Lovell (2) William Anders (3) Frank Borman (1)

NASA’s first lunar exploration. Apollo 8 orbited the Moon 10 times before the booster rockets took it back to the
Earth. Apollo 8 carried out a perfect Moon program which opened up for future flights.
More info at Moon Mystery, pp 49-.52.

Apollo 9

Lunar Module
Pilot

Spider
Command Module Pilot

Start: Kennedy Space Center
Florida: 03/03/69

Commander

Gumdrop

McDivitt
Schweickart

Apollo 9, (Gumdrop-Spider) tested the lunar
module LM-Spider around the Earth. The
tests were satisfying. Apollo 9 orbited the
Earth 151 times and then made a soft
landing.
More info at Moon Mystery, pp 52-54.

Scott

Spider

Scott David (2), McDivitt James (1), Schweickart Russell (3)

LM-Spider in space

Apollo 9, 03/03/69 –13/03/69

Apollo 10
Lunar Module
Pilot

Command Module Pilot

Commander

Cernan, Stafford Young

Start: Kennedy Space Center
Florida, 18/05/69

Charlie Brown

Stafford
Cernan

Young

Apollo 10 (Charlie Brown-Snoopy) took part in
the next lunar flight and the lunar module LPSnoopy was close to the Moon’s surface: 15
kilometres. Apollo 10 orbited the Moon 31
times before the starter engines ignited and
took it back to the Earth and a successful soft
landing. This was the starting point for the first
Moon landing.
More info at Moon Mystery, pp 54-56.

NASA does not talk, does not see, neither does it hear.
Stafford Thomas (1), Cernan Eugene (3), Young John (2)

Apollo 10, 18/05/69 – 26/05/69

Snoopy

Snoopy
LM-Snoopy around 15 kilometres
above the surface of the Moon, on
May 22, 1969.

Apollo11
Lunar Module
Pilot

Eagle
Start: Kennedy Space Center
Florida: 16/07/69
Command Module Pilot

Armstrong
Aldrin

Collins

Commander

Apollo11 (Columbia-Eagle). The first
touch-down on the Moon took place on
July 20, 1969, when LM-Eagle landed in
the Sea of Tranquility. The astronauts
Armstrong and Aldrin spent almost 24
hours on the Moon after Armstrong’s first
steps on the surface. The Apollo 11 crew
were the first crew to bring home moon
rocks. President Kennedy’s speech was
implemented.
More info at Moon Mystery, pp 56-61.
”This is one small step for a man,
Armstrong Neil (1), Collins Michael (2) Aldrin Edwin (3) One giant step for mankind”.
Neil Armstrong, from the Moon
Apollo-11, 16/07/69 – 24/07/69
in 1969

Lunar Module
Pilot

Eagle

LM-Eagle has landed , on July 20, 1969
in the Sea of Tranquility. Armstrong and
Aldrin spent 21 hours and 36 minutes on
the Moon.

Apollo 12

Intrepid

Command Module Pilot

Columbia

Commander

Start: Kennedy Space Center
Florida: 14/11/69

Apollo 12 (Yankee ClipperIntrepid). The second Moon
landing was on November, 19,
1969 in the Ocean of Storms. The
mission comprised a 31.5-hourvisit to the Moon. Apollo 12 left its
message on the Moon. On
November 24 Apollo 12 landed in
the waves of the Pacific Ocean with
many kilos of heavy moon rocks.
More info at Moon Mystery, pp 6164.
Charles Conrad (1) Richard Gordon (2) Alan Bean (3)

Apollo-12, 14/11/69 – 24/11/69

Conrad

Yankee Clipper
Gordon

Bean

Intrepid

On November 19, 1969. LM-Intrepid landed exactly at the southeast corner of the Ocean of the Storms, not far from Surveyor 3’s
landing place. On board were Conrad and Bean.

Apollo 13

Lunar Module
Pilot

Aquarius
Command Module Pilot

Commander

Lovell
Haise

Start: Kennedy Space Center
Florida: 11/04/70

Apollo 13 (Odyssey-Aquarius).
An accident in space on their way
to the Moon. LM-Aquarius was
the crew’s salvation. At last the
Apollo 13 managed to land after a
week’s tension in space. The day
of happiness was on April 17,
1970. More info at Moon Mystery, pp 64-67.

Swigert

Aquarius

Towards the Moon. The outside of the
command module explodes causing a
catastrophe.

James Lovell (1), John Swigert (2) Fred Haise (3)

Apollo 13, 11/04/70 – 17/04/70

Apollo 14

Lunar Module
Pilot

Antares
Command Module Pilot

Odyssey

Commander
Start: Kennedy Space Center
Florida: 31/01/71

Shepard
Mitchell

Apollo 14, (Kitty Hawk-Antares). The
third landing on the Moon after Eagle and
Intrepid in the mountainous area of Fra
Mauro. After 9 days of excursions on the
Moon the astronauts returned safe and
sound carrying around 40 kilos of moon
rocks. More info at Moon Mystery, pp 6770.

Stuart A. Roosa (3), Alan B. Shepard Jr (1), Edgar D. Mitchell, (3)

Apollo-14, 31/01/71 – 08/02/71

Kitty Hawk
Roosa

Antares

On February 5, 1971, LM-Antares landed in the
mountainous area of Fra Mauro. On board were
Shepard and Mitchell. They spent around 38 hours on
the Moon.

Apollo 15
Lunar Module
Pilot

Falcon
Command Module Pilot

Commander

James Irwin, David Scott, Alfred Worden,

Apollo-15, 26/07/71—07/08/71

Start: Kennedy Space Center
Florida: 26/07/71

David R. Scott
Alfred M.
Worden

Commander

James B. Irwin,

Apollo 15 (Endeavour-Falcon). The
Falcon
fourth landing. On July 30, 1971, LMFalcon touched down on the Moon
with Scott and Irwin on board. The
first lunar roving vehicle, LRV-15,
rolled around 24 kilometres on the
Moon. On August 3 the upper part of
Falcon took off and left the Apennines
for good after around 70 hours on the
Moon. On August 7 Apollo 15 landed
according to schedule with large
amounts of moon rocks. More info at
Moon Mystery, pp 70-74.
On July 30, 1971, the LM-Falcon touched down on
the Moon, the Apennines, with Scott and Irwin on
board. Lunar Roving Vehicle, LRV.

Apollo 16

Orion
Command Module Pilot

Endeavour

Start: Kennedy Space Center
Florida:16/04/72

Young
Duke

Casper
Mattingly

Apollo 16 (Casper-Orion). On April
Orion
20, 1972, LM-Orion landed at
Descartes Highlands, a mountainous
landscape, moon landing #5. The crew
drove 27 kilometres with the second
lunar roving vehicle, LRV-16. After
three and a half days on the Moon the
upper part of Orion took off on live tv
on April 23. Then back home with
moon rocks (of course) and a soft
landing. More info at Moon Mystery,
pp 75-78.
On April 20, 1972 Orion touched down on Descartes, a
mountainous landscape and a new home on the Moon for the crew.
Charles M. Duke Jr (3) John W. Young (1), Thomas K. Mattingly II (2)
After three and a half day on the Moon, the top part of Orion took
off on April 23, 1972.

Apollo 16, 16/04/72 –27/04/72

Apollo 17
Lunar Module
Pilot

Challenger
Command Module Pilot

Commander

Cernan
Schmitt

Start: Kennedy Space Center
Florida:07/12/72

Apollo 17 (America-Challenger). On December 11, 1972, LM-Challenger landed at Taurus Littrow, at the foot of the Taurus mountains. This was NASA’s 6th and last landing
on the Moon. Exploration of both highland
and lowland using lunar roving vehicle #3,
LRV-17. After four uninterrupted days of
exciting assignments around Taurus Littrow,
the mission ended and on December 14
Challenger lifted off on live tv. Landing on
December 19, 1972. This was the end of
NASA’s flights to the Moon.

Ronald B. Evans (2), Harrison H. Schmitt (3), Eugene A. Cernan (1)

Apollo 17, 07/12/72 – 19/12/72

America
Evans

Challenger

December 11. 1972: LM-Challenger touched down at Tautus
Littrow at the foot of the Taurus mountains. More info at
Moon Mystery, pp 74-83.

The Apollo program continued between 1974 and 1976. The Moon was the target.
A DOD (Department of Defense) mission

Apollo 18

Lunar Module
Pilot

Command Module Pilot

Commander

Start: Vandenberg Air Force Base,
Space Launch in California, 1974-12-?
Apollo 18 (Freedom - Liberty).
A very secret DOD mission
without any involvement from
NASA but in co-operation with
Soyuz
7K-LOK/Luna
23.
Commander Walker was left on
the Moon, dead. Anderson and
Grey were left in orbit round
the Moon. The US Air Force
did not want them back. The
first lunar catastrophe. More
info at Visitors to the Moon,
final, pp 36-53.

Liberty
Nathan Walker
Ben Anderson

Freedom
John Grey

Liberty

Benjamin Anderson 3, Nathan Walker 1, John Grey 2

Apollo-18, USAF/DOD, 1974, December

LM-Liberty landed on the Moon in December, 1974 in
southern Mare Crisium. Liberty is there today. And lunar
roving vehicle #4, LRV-18, is also still there.

Apollo19

Lunar
Module
Pilot

Command Module Pilot

Artemis

Commander
Start: Vandenberg Air Force Base, Space
Launch in California, ?/12/75

Stephanie Ellis 1, Alexej Sorokin 3, Cruithne 2

S. Ellis
A. Sorokin

Endymion
Cruithne

Stephanie Ellis, Cruithne and Alexej Sorokin

Apollo 19, USAF/DOD, Dec. 1975

Apollo 19 Crew

Apollo 19 (Endymion-Artemis) was a secret DOD mission which was launched at Vandenberg Air Force Base in California at some time in
December, 1975. According to William Rutledge, its mission was touch down outside the crater Izsak-D on the far side of the Moon, at the foot
of Mount Monaco. There was the cigar-shaped spacecraft which the crew were to visit and also walk around on Mount Monaco. They were
assigned to visit two more triangular spacecrafts and explore the surroundings. A tough mission, like that for Apollo 20. The crew may have been
armed. One of the Apollo 20 astronauts, William Rutledge, has revealed the secret mission for Apollo 19. According to him, Apollo 19 had an
accident and all crew members were lost in a collision in space of which we know nothing. More info at Visitors to the Moon, final, page 54.

Apollo 20
Lunar
Module
Pilot

Phoenix

Flyover
(Vandenberg Constellation)

(Vandenberg Phoenix) Leona. Marietta Snyder
Start: Vandenberg Air Force Base, Space William Rutledge
Command Module Pilot
Launch in California, 1976-08-16
Alexej Leonov
Apollo 20 (Flyover-Phoenix)
was the last secret mission for
Apollo, USAF and NASA.
Touch-down on the far side of
the Moon outside crater IzsakD late in the evening of
August 18, 1976. After that
several hours with lunar
roving vehicle #6, LRV-20.
As far as I understand their
mission and program, their
William Rutledge 1, Leona M. Snyder 2 Alexej Leonov 3assignment was to gather
evidence in connection with
Christianity, see their insignia. After a week’s exciting
and rewarding journey, they On August 18 LM-Phoenix landed on the
More info at Visitors to the Moon, final,
landed safe and sound on far side of the Moon, outside crater Izsakpp 55, 61-86
Earth.
and 93
D. After that several hours with LRV-20.
Commander

Apollo 20, USAF/NASA
16/08/76 23/08/76

Phoenix

The Italian journalist and writer Luca Scantamburlo corresponded in 2007 with former astronaut William Rutledge, commander
on Apollo 20. The correspondence reveals bits and pieces of Apollo 19’s and Apollo 20’s secret missions. It is very interesting
that Rutledge does not mention Apollo 18 and its crew who were left on and around the Moon. He claims that Apollo 18 was
another name for the Apollo-Soyuz Test Program. It becomes apparent that Apollo 18’s mission was so secret that even he will
not say anything about it. On the other hand, he often referred to Apollo 19 in parallel with Apollo 20. Apollo 19’s commander
was Stephanie Ellis, who was his girlfriend. She was born in 1946 in Abidjan (the Ivory Coast) and came to the US as a small
child with her parents. Later in life she worked for Grumman Bethpage and became a lunar module (LM) specialist, field of
expertise navigation systems. Both Apollo 19 and 20 had problems with docking and rendez-vous systems, according to
Rutledge. Her technical knowledge was extensive and her knowledge and skills were compared to those of astronaut Roger
Chaffee on Apollo 1. She became the commander of the Apollo 19 crew when the original commander resigned. Rutledge says
that the LM was called Artemis, probably named by Stephanie Ellis. Who was Artemis? Let us have a closer look at her.

Goddess Hera

Bull God Zeus

Bull God Zeus

Leto

The coins are from the days
of the Bull God Alexander
the Great and depict the
Bull Zeus riding a ram.
Aries is Cosmic Adam’s
birth sign. The Bull, too,
wants to defeat Man.
Serpent deity Pallas Athena

Apollo

Artemis

The coins are from the
time of Alexander the
Great and depict him. The
reverse side of the coins
depict Zeus. Alexander
was a reincarnation of,
among others, Zeus and
Jupiter.

twins

According to Greek mythology Athena was Zeus’s and Hera’s first child, neither man nor woman but a hybrid/virgin. In those
days she played a female role. Apollo and Artemis were both born late in Zeus’s life when Athena had probably died.

A Greek statue of the deity Athena. Next to her we clearly see the serpent, her origin. Reincarnation of, among others, Inanna.

A Byzantine coin. One side of it depicts Athena and the reverse side depicts a crescent moon with Inanna’s 8-pointed star.

A statue of Apollo in the Vatican Museum, the Greek deity. The statue shows a muscular and weak individual and a hidden
sexual organ. This means that Apollo was neither man nor woman, a hybrid. In those days his role was male. Next to the statue
is a tree with two wriggling serpents, Apollo was a reincarnation of the Serpent Goddess Athena. He was a Greek deity of e.g.
prophecy, healing, conjuring, music and poetry, and was also called the God of Light. In the Iliad Apollo is a frightening
character who with his arrows shoots a lethal plague on the Greek. In several myths he and his sister Artemis appear as ruthless
murderers thirsty for blood. But Apollo can also cure diseases and wounds. NASA named their lunar program after this deity.

Artemis is a goddess in Greek mythology and the goddess of chastity. She is also called a virgin and moon deity. Her animal
origin is a deer. The picture shows a lying Artemis. Behind her is a crescent moon and a message that she belongs to the family of
the Bull God Zeus. She was seen as a moon deity since she hunted under the Moon, in moonlight.

A Greek coin depicting Artemis/Diana. On the reverse side is a cow, an animal. In this context that means that her animal
origin was a cow, and she could have been Goddess Hera’s rival.

Goddess of the Hunt embellished herself with bull testicles
(symbolically) as other women use jewels. The opposite of a virgin is
sexy, like Empress Maria Theresa

Artemis of Ephesus

Artemis in the Vatican
Museum

Cow, cattle an probably a
deer.

Apollo

Athena

Athena-Apollo
Hybrid

Artemis

Evidence of Apollo and Artemis can be found in the Vatican Museum, where much knowledge is still
concentrated. The battle between Apollo and Artemis for hegemony.
William Rutledge also related a very
important incident: when the lunar
module Luna-15 crash-landed on the far
side of the Moon in July, 1969. The
cigar-shaped spacecraft is still there. He
also gives an exact position for the
crash-landing:”Luna 15 in July 1969
crashed just at the South of the nose of
the ship.” – He and Leonov saw the
wreckage of Luna-15 there.
Luna-15 20/07/69
We know that the Soviet Union managed two large lunar programs simultaneously. One was a manned Soyuz program, the
other an unmanned Luna program. When a spaceflight was successful Moscow talked about the spacecraft Soyuz, when it was
a failure they mentioned Luna or kept quiet. The Soviet lunar program was thus a combination of Soyuz and Luna. The Soviets
were always vacillating before each launch and never announced the goal of the program in advance. When Soyuz was safely
back on Earth, information came from Moscow.
What happened in July, 1969? – Tiuratam Cosmodrome: 03/07/69, Soyuz 7K-L1-1 exploded at take-off. Its goal was to land
on the Moon before Apollo 11. More info at Moon Mystery, pp 44-46. – After the unsuccessful take-off there was a new
attempt ten days later. The Soviet Union did not let go of the plans to win the race to the Moon. Baikonur Cosmodrome:
13/07/69, Soyuz 7K-LOK/Luna 15 was launched to come first to the Moon. On Sunday, July 20, 1969, Eagle landed in the
Sea of Tranquillity, Apollo 11. Let us have a closer look at Luna 15’s flight and the relations between the USA and the Soviet
Union.

Luna 15

Luna 15

Lunar module Lunnig Korabl, LK

Both Luna and Soyuz were built for a return trip to the Moon.

The Soyuz 7K-LOK/Luna 15 crew were two anonymous
cosmonauts.

Baikonur Cosmodrome: 13/07/69, at 3:14 a.m. Soyuz 7K-LOK/Luna 15 was launched with two anonymous cosmonauts on
board. It was supposedly a direct journey to the Moon (without a separate lunar module). The spacecraft was huge, launched by
a rocket called N-1.

This is an illustration of a direct journey to the Moon in order to achieve a soft landing. (1), take-off from Baikonur Cosmodrome and (15) soft touch-down on the Moon.

July 20, 1969 crashlanding

July 17, 1969: enters the
orbit round the Moon

Start July 13, 1969

”Cyrillic”, Fenix
Phoenix

The lunar module was
named ”Cyrillic”.
Phoenix = bird of fire
which appears in both
history and religion.

The lunar module was
named ”Cyrillic”.
Phoenix = bird of fire
which appears in both
history and religion.

The month of July, 1969, was a mysterious month in the history of space. On July 13, Soyuz 7K-LOK/Luna 15 took off from
Baikonur Cosmodrome. On July 16, Apollo 11 was launched from Kennedy Space Center. On July 17 Soyuz 7K-LOK/Luna
15 entered its orbit round the Moon. On July 19 Apollo 11 reached the Moon and finally, on July 20, both Soyuz 7KLOK/Luna 15 and Apollo 11, Eagle landed on the Moon.
Mare Crisium

Mare Crisiun, Sea of Crisis, is located on the border between the front and far side of the Moon. On the front side we can see the landing site of
Apollo 11’s Eagle, the Sea of Tranquillity. On the far side we find the Delporte-Izsak D area, where the cigar-shaped spacecraft can be found.
The British radio telescope Jodrell Bank could also follow Soyuz 7K-LOK/Luna 15’s journey to the Moon and concluded that it crashed in
Mare Crisium because it came near the Moon’s surface and became silent. When you reach the far side of the Moon there is no communication
between the spacecraft and the Earth and Luna 15 was on its way to land on the far side of the Moon. William Rutledge related that Luna 15
crash-landed on the far side of the Moon close to the cigar-shaped spacecraft outside crater Izsak-D. We also knew that the astronauts Armstrong
and Aldrin could see the Luna-15 retrorockets ignite at 3.47 p.m. Four minutes later, at 3.51 p.m. (UTC) the vehicle crashed on the far side of
the Moon. This means that the Eagle was about to land in the Sea of Tranquillity on the front side of the Moon. They were finishing their last
orbit above the cigar-shaped spacecraft and at 4.18 p.m. at Eastern Standard Time it touched down.

Had Soyuz 7K-LOK/Luna 15 been able to land, the
Soviet Union would have won the race before the US.
Minimal time difference, but enormous prestige since
it would have landed on the far side of the Moon.
When the Eagle had landed the crew told Capcom
(CC), that they saw Soyuz 7K-LOK/Luna 15 crashland, killing the crew. The Soviet Union was probably
informed by NASA that the US had won the race to the
Moon. – The New York Times published this about
Luna-15 which was a unmanned lunar module, on July
21, 1969.
Soyuz 7K-LOK/Luna 15

”Cyrillic”, Feliks
Phoenix

Outside the crater Izsak-D
Cyrillic” landed. Phoenix ,
appears both in history and
religion.

After William Rutledge’s story that Apollo 19’s lunar module was named Artemis and that Luna-15 (Phoenix) had crash-landed
on the far side of the Moon, close to the cigar-shaped spacecraft we can understand Apollo 19’s mission outside the Izsak-D
crater.
These two strong clues indicate that Apollo 19 would have
touched down outside Izsak-D, also according to Rutledge, in
order to explore the area and possibly clean up after Luna-15’s
crash. Commander Stephanie Ellis was a very capable and
determined woman, maybe a kind of a hunter since she chose to
name the lunar module ”Artemis”. Sorokin Aleksei Vasiliyevich
was a Soviet cosmonaut with a civilian background as a doctor.
Among other assignments he was part of the crew of Voskhod 1 as
a back-up in 1964. How come that a Soviet cosmonaut suddenly
was part of an American top-secret DOD mission? We know that
Luna-15/Phoenix crash-landed, but did the cosmonauts die? Since
the retrorockets were ignited and worked, it was not a total crash
and it is possible that the cosmonauts survived. But the lunar
module was so badly damaged that a return voyage was not
possible. We know that all communication is lost behind the
Moon, there was no contact between the Earth and Luna/Phoenix.
If they survived, what happened to them? We also know that the
small aliens own that area and that they manage a research
institute and laboratory there, among other things.

Apollo 19

According to reports Sorokin was a very capable doctor and he probably knew the Soyuz 7K-LOK/Luna 15-Phoenix crew
personally. As far as I understand, Sorokin’s assignment was to establish how the cosmonauts died. The question is why the
Soviet Union sent the crew to the Moon and allowed them to land on the far side without authorization, when they knew that the
small aliens lived there. The third astronaut was Cruithne, according to Rutledge. He was one of three brothers. He was the last
astronaut to join the crew and became the pilot of the Apollo module Endymion, which would orbit the Moon while Artemis
carried out its mission at crater Izsak-D. I understand that the Apollo 19 crew were eager to fight. Their spaceflight was cut short
by a collision, according to Rutledge, and they were not authorized to land on the far side of the Moon (note that I have designed
the Apollo 19 insignia according to their program since nobody has seen the original one besides those who were involved, it
should be close to the real one). More info at Visitors to the Moon, final, page 54.
One thing is obvious: In those days many mystery stories were published about Luna-15, Luna-23 and Luna-24. Manned lunar
spaceflight failures may be behind these mysteries.

Apollo 19

Apollo 20

If we study Apollo 20’s insignia we can see that its program is directed towards the far side of the Moon and that it is approved
of by the aliens. There is a flying object in the shape of an airplane which tells us that the astronauts are USAF. There is also a
cigar-shaped spacecraft which communicates with the lunar module Phoenix (Vandenberg Phoenix) and with the Apollo module
Flyover (Vandenberg Constellation). The aliens are allies. The insignia also tells us that the program will be carried out and
succeed, an expressive message. (The Apollo 18, 19 and 20 crews were USAF employees, Sorokin and Leonov were not)
To implement his program, USAF chose William Rutledge as the Apollo 20 commander. He belonged to the rare group of pilots
who were not religious, they did not believe in God. He was in involved in several USAF projects and also worked for the Bell
Labs. He mentioned that he, among other issues, handled foreign technologies for the USAF in the 1970s. Foreign technology
can also be called UFO technology which still employs people within the USAF. One such issue is ”Area-51, S-4” in Nevada. If
my interpretation “foreign technology = UFO technology” is correct, then he also worked there, together with some aliens. More
info at Visitors to the Moon, final, pp 28-32.
The Italian journalist L.S. received a mail from a former American pilot in 2007 in connection with Apollo 20. The pilot wrote:
“It is beyond any doubt that the US has been to the Moon after 1962, but not by using propelling rockets. The Mercury, Gemini
and Apollo projects aimed at covering up secret missions and programs. It is possible that before the Apollo program the
launches took place at Diego Garcia, not from Vandenberg.” The journalist L.S. wrote that he never received any more letters
from this former American pilot. He must have known about the lunar flight as early as in 1962. He must also have been a very
secretive and influential USAF employee who knew about all top secret programs in connection with secret lunar journeys. But
who went to the Moon as early as in 1962? With a flying saucer, of course. I have two candidates to the first American lunar
mission. Note that these are my own conclusions based on certain clues. One was the secretive 32-year-old former astronaut
William Rutledge who was at that time employed at Area 51, S-4 in Nevada where also aliens worked. In that way he could
organize a return trip to the Moon. The other one was the President himself, John F. Kennedy, who in 1961 started the American
lunar flights culminating with the touch-down on the Moon in 1969. – The launch site was Diego Garcia. (Kennedy was not only
the President of the USA, he was also a world leader, one of the most powerful leaders on this planet)

Luca Scantamburlo

Luca Scantamburlo

William Rutledge
1962

John F Kennedy,
1962

As a civilian passenger

The journey to the Moon in 1962 did not use rockets, they were not yet developed, but flying saucers were. The flight itself was
top secret, only few individuals around President Kennedy and USAF knew about it. Therefore Diego Garcia was the most
suitable location for a launch facility. I have a feeling that that the spacecraft/saucer did not land on the Moon, but the crew and
passengers could closely watch the important areas on both sides of the Moon. They obviously got a lot of first-hand information.
Since Kennedy was a Catholic, the highlight may have been the lunar base on the far side of the Moon outside crater Izsak-D. The
journey and everything else went according to plans. What happened then? – Kennedy lost his life in November, 1963. The first
question from a reader could be if there is any evidence to confirm this. Yes, but not in the USA but from the Holy See during
Pope John XXIII’s pontificate (more info at The Fourth Pyramid which Disappeared, page 55), when the Black Madonna visited
the pope on April 7, 1959. According to her diary she spoke about something that would happen four years later, connected to a
world leader. President Kennedy was a world leader and the Madonna’s prophecy concerned the aliens. This happened during
Pope John XXIII’s pontificate. When the pope heard about this, he was terrified.
One more former NASA astronaut appeared and contacted the journalist Luca Scantamburlo using the alias "MOONWALKER1966DELTA". He was also a top-notch astronaut from the beginning, such as Gordon Cooper, Charles Conrad, James Irwin, Neil
Armstrong, Edwin Aldrin, and others. He completely confirmed Apollo 20’s lunar flight and he personally knew the Apollo 20
crew. These astronauts had extensive space knowledge, they wanted to inform mankind and cover up nothing. He also worked
with foreign technology and took part in two spaceflights with Gemini 2 and Apollo. And two with the STS (Space Transport
System).

The return trip to the Moon, start from Diego Garcia. They boarded a cigar-shaped spacecraft and the journey started. The
command module orbited the Moon while the saucer/exploring descended towards the surface of the Moon.

Both of them, William Rutledge and MOONWALKER-1966DELTA
have been asked questions about the cigar-shaped spacecraft, the city
of knowledge and the two triangular spacecrafts. Extensive material
about this is kept by the USAF and NASA. Rutledge has this to say
about the spacecraft: ”It is very old, damaged, and there are many
valuable things inside. The triangular spacecraft contained many
biological traces: vegetation in a ”motor” section, a special triangular
rock which emits ”tears”, a yellow fluid with medical properties. And,
of course, traces of aliens. We found small bodies (10 centimetres) in
good condition, alone in the ship in a network of glass containers. A
more important discovery was two well-kept bodies.

One was a woman, EBE Mona-Lisa, 165 centimeters. Her hair
was dark, she had six fingers, her body was well preserved and she
was naked. Blood or an emission of biological fluids in a
concentrated form around the mouth, nose, and eyes. Some parts
of the body were particularly well preserved, hair and skin were
protected by a thin transparent layer. She was neither alive nor
dead, in other words: a dead person alive.” This short description
by Rutledge reminds me of a biological process in connection with
the blood transformation process when it started but did obviously
not succeed. Rutledge continues to say that she is on the Earth but
she is not dead. In other words: EBE Mona-Lisa is here, alive.
The other body was male, damaged. As far as I understand these
two bodies were hybrids.

the cigar-shaped object

the triangular space ship

Inanna,
EBE Mona-Lisa
(Christer R)

Izates II/Jesus
Reincarnation of Inanna

On YouTube you can watch EBE Mona-Lisa in lunar module LMPhoenix.
We can see the equipment on EBE MonaLisa’s face in connection with the blood
transformation process. During some
seconds, on YouTube, you can see the
equipment in the form of a V-sign being
removed by alien hands which are not
human. It means that Rutledge and
Leonov were guided by an alien. More
info at Visitors to the Moon, final, page
69.
Interior of the triangular space ship/pyramid

We can clearly see that these fingers removing the equipment from EBE Mona-Lisa’s are not human.
The fingers are long and thin in all three pictures.

Short, thick and long, thin fingers of the aliens.

Hand and fingers looking similar

If we try to transfer the movements of the fingers below to the pictures above we can see that the fingers look alike. Note that the
video recording is a close-up, while the pictures below are shot from a longer distance.

The hand and fingers of the aliens, varied sizes.

We can clearly see that the small aliens have four fingers. They vary in thickness and length.

Hybrids, neither men nor women

A hand with four fingers

They call themselves humanoids and look like human beings

6

6

The aliens have four fingers but one of them (6) has six, like EBE Mona-Lisa. Izates II/Jesus had four fingers in those days in
Palestine. More info at Aries, Capricorn and the End of Times, page 23 and Visitors to the Moon, final, pp 76-79.

The second question was about the ”city”, the city of knowledge. Rutledge briefly comments that he and Leonov had come upon
various metals and gold, valuable metals. They also found a building and named it the Cathedral. Among the buildings in the city of
knowledge is a modern research institute and laboratory for the blood transformation process. More info at Visitors to the Moon,
final, pp 73-84.
In his correspondence with Luca Scantamburlo Rutledge wrote that he became religious in 1990 and that he is very interested in and
has extensive knowledge of Sumerian culture. Also, that he was afraid in 2012 in connection with planet X/Nibiru and the return of
the neutron star Nemesis. We can conclude that the whole Apollo 20 program was based on Sumerian culture which is also a
reflection of events in Palestine. More info at Visitors to the Moon, final, pp 56 and 61-93 and Life and the Black Hole, pp 6-7.
We can summarize and say that the whole lunar program coincides with religion.

Mankind’s Greatest Secret: The Clementine Conspiracy, project
Golden Dragon, 1966.

The name ” the Dragon” is familiar
to everybody. It comes from Sumer.
The Sumerian modern religion was
called the ”Dragon” and belonged to
Beelzebub’s clergy.
The Dragon also appears in
Revelation as a beast and its number
is 666.
The Dragon, the Roman Catholic
Mother Church in the Vatican,
Rome.
Pope Gregory XIII’s personal
coat of arms, 1572-1585

The Dragon and Clementine, 1966-1999

The Americans are those who are most familiar with the American space program. Let us have a closer look at the American
version of comparison about, among other issues, the lunar program Clementine.

Clementine I
Launch: 25/01/94
Vandenberg SCL-4W
Air Force Base, California

Clementine France
Launch: 1997-12-03
Vandenberg SCL-4W
Air Force Base, California

Launch of Clementine I, from Vandenberg SCL4W, Air Force Base, California, 1994

Clementine II
Launch: Cancelled, 1997
Vandenberg Air Force Base
California

Launch of Clementine France
from Vandenberg SCL-4W
Air Force Base, California, 1997

If we study the insignia of lunar program Clementine, we will find some remarkable, secret issues. Let us have a close look at
the American analysis connected to the Clementine insignia and lunar program.

1993

1. The design of an insignia should be constant, regardless of time. Americans have noticed that there are different
versions of the Clementine insignia, versions that alienate it from the original one. The question is why. They also
compare, in an excellent way, Clementine and Apollo.

An excellent comparison of Clementine and Apollo, Apollo can be called a goddess. In this case the goddess was a
hybrid/virgin. Apollo was a reincarnation of, among others, Inanna and Athena. We can conclude that the Clementine program
was a continuation of the Apollo program.

We can see five different versions of a program, five different landing sites on the Moon. On one of them is an M-like sign.
The M sign is visible on
the far side of the Moon,
outside the Izsak-D crater
in the city of knowledge
which I call research
laboratories. More info at
Visitors to the Moon,
final, pp 73-84.

2

3

1

On this landing site we can clearly see a crater, picture 1, and in picture 2 they have found the crater on the Moon. Picture 3
depicts a remarkable phenomenon. There was a large object here during the 1970s and 80s. It disappeared later on.

Two look-alike women
in one insignia.

The American analysis continues at a
higher level. The pictures confirm
that they are two different
individuals resembling each other.
We can call this a change of
identities, the original woman was
replaced by someone else.

This is how the Americans analyse the original Clementine insignia.

…and this is how they analyse the American flag, number four on the insignia above.

1

Asteroid 1629
Geographos, which
Clementine I
missed.

2

Neutron star
Nemesis passes the
Sun.

We can see two conspicuous differences. In picture 1 we see the asteroid 1629, Geographos, numbered #9 behind Clementine. In
picture 2, which is a later version, the asteroid is missing but #9 is still there. At the same time we see Clementine holding two
shields. The asteroid 1620 Geographos is in orbit close to the Earth. Clementine missed it and was ordered back, according to
records. The lunar module was named after the ballad Oh My Darling, Clementine (1884). – It is understandable that ordinary
members of the public do not comprehend anything of this mythical lunar program Clementine.

The lunar mission Clementine is a continuation of the Apollo project and we know that Apollo comes from the ancient Greek
religion. The lunar missions Clementine and Apollo connect in some way with religion. Let us continue our analysis regarding
the latest version of the Clementine insignia.
The female name Clementine’s male version is ”Clement”. Clement is also a papal name of 13 popes, Clement 1-13. (Alexander
– Alexandra, Paul –Paulina, John –Johanna are some names used by men and women).

Clement IX, (1667–1669), Giulio Rospigliosi
240, 84 Star of the Swans

Clementine (1993-1999)
Lunar project, secret

Pope Clement IX lived at a time when Queen Christina came to Rome. We can see the pope’s blue and yellow personal coat of
arms, the colours of the Swedish flag. We can also see that the shield held by Clementine resembles the pope’s personal coat of
arms, a reference to the Roman Catholic Church.– We can also clearly see that Clementine’s right hand has four fingers, as have
the hands of the aliens. This concretely means that if you want to journey to the Moon, you will need permission from the aliens.
In the Vatican the aliens are called angels and during these 2,000 years leaked information has suggested that the popes have had
conversations with the angels.

3 +3 +3 = 9
Each #3 consists of
three persons. If you
add 3+3+3 you will
get a 9. Note that this
is how I see it.

From the Clementine lunar program and
onwards (1993-1999) the Holy See took
over the management. In secrecy, of
course, and co-operation with the Holy
See was enforced.

Back to the Roots
William Rutledge was Apollo 20’s commander. One of his comments on YouTube is this: “The Apollo 20 belongs to all
mankind It is a part of all human's heritage.”
On Apollo 20’s insignia you can read this, from Virgil:”Carpent tua poma nepotes, (maybe we are those grandchildren). – We
know that Apollo 20 landed on the far side of the Moon outside the Izsak-D crater, the location of the city of knowledge, among
others. The whole area belongs to the aliens, who have joined the descendants of Sumer. One example is Inanna who became
their leader. William Rutledge has extensive knowledge of Sumerian culture according to his 2007 story. More info at Visitors to
the Moon, final, pp 73-84. - William Rutledge told Luca Scantamburlo in 2007 that EBE Mona-Lisa is alive, and she is here
with us, i.e. reincarnated in Christer R.
More info at Man, God and Science, pp 30-39.
The second former American astronaut to appear in connection with Apollo 20 was "MOONWALKER1966DELTA". In 2008
he contacted the Italian journalist and writer Luca Scantamburlo. Among other things he said that he, during a spaceflight, had
had an accident and survived. He also mentioned the lunar program Clementine. He said he was the commander of Apollo 19,
but around three weeks before take-off the whole crew was replaced. He also described Apollo 20’s landing site on the far side
of the Moon. This landing site was the same as for Apollo 19, so was the mission. – His survival at that time would have
happened during a secret lunar mission, like those of Apollo 18, 19, and 20. – These secret lunar missions took place at some
time between 1993 and 1999 when the Apollo/Saturn projects were abandoned. Instead, the American Space Transportation
System (STS) had started, as had the corresponding Soviet Buran Transportation System (BTS). The former astronaut
Rutledge did not like the new transportation system with space shuttles. Let me have a closer look at the combination
Clementine/STS concerning lunar missions.
The pictures below show eight American
space shuttles, manufactured between 1970
and 1990.

Pathfinder (OV-098)
Test model
1970-1977

Challenger (OV-099)
1983-1986

Explorer/Independence Enterprise (OV-101)
(OV-100)
Test model, prototype
1993-1999

1972-1977

Two of these eight space shuttles are of interest for a possible lunar mission. Two space shuttles are gone from the
family, the last spaceflight was carried out by Atlantis 2011 (STS-135). The shuttles are now retired.

Columbia (OV-102)
1981-2003

Buran OK-GLI

Buran OK-1.01

Discovery (OV-103)
1984 - 2011

Buran OK-TVA

Ptichka OK-1.02

Atlantis (OV-104)
1985-2011

Buran OK-M

Baikal OK-2.01

Endeavour (OV-105)
1992 - 2011

Buran OK-MT

Buran OK-2.02

Buran OK-TVI

Buran OK-KS

Buran OK-2.03

The CCCP also produced space shuttles almost simultaneously, eleven Buran ”Snowstorm” space shuttles The Soviet
space shuttles were not successful and they are now also retired.

The differences between the American and the Soviet space shuttles are minimal. The US and the Soviet
Union co-operated and the US and Russia have continued.

Two much smaller space shuttles, the American Dream Chaser and the Russian, Clipper, were
developed for the future.

Former astronaut MOONWALKER1966DELTA related that he had survived an accident, probably during a spaceflight. The
launch site was Vandenberg Air Force Base in California and he was the commander. His story was fairly brief, so something
happened at that time. William Rutledge told Luca Scantamburlo that he was involved in an accident during a spaceflight
together with MOONWALKER1966DELTA. He has confirmed that he met Rutledge for some reason in connection with the
flight but he also claimed that Rutledge was not involved in the accident, which Rutledge should know about. It was obviously
an abortive spaceflight. – Could it have been Clementine 9’s unsuccessful manned flight which was launched from Vandenberg
with MOONWALKER1966DELTA As commander? Let us have a closer look at what happened during space shuttle
Clementine 9’s lunar mission in the mid-1990s.

In those days, in the 90’s, the Soviet Union had its Mir space station orbiting the Earth. The American space shuttles Atlantis,
Discovery and Endeavour have also joined the station.
Space shuttle Atlantis: STS-71, 1995; STS-74, 1995; STS-76, 1996; STS-79, STS-81 1997; STS-84, 1997; STS-86, 1997;
Space shuttle Discovery: STS-63, 1995; STS-91, 1998;
Space shuttle Endeavour: STS-89, 1998;
The first docking at Mir took place on February 3, 1995 with Discovery STS-63 and Endeavour accomplished the last one on
January 23, 1998.

The pictures demonstrate how the docking between the space shuttle (Atlantis) and Mir was carried out during the 1990s.

We know that the eight space shuttles Columbia, Challenger, Discovery, Atlantis and Endeavour carried out space flights around
the Earth and docked with the space stations Mir and ISS. Challenger and Columbia were lost. The remaining Discovery,
Atlantis and Endeavour carried out their last flights in 2011.

Space shuttle Pathfinder

Space shuttle Explorer/Independence

Space shuttle Enterprise

Space shuttles Pathfinder and Enterprise were never launched, but were used as valuable test models. Today there is only one
space shuttle, Explorer/Independence which was manufactured in parallel with Endeavour in 1992-93. We know that the
Department of Defense, the DOD, had its military mission and it was managed from Vandenberg. The army also had a space
shuttle, probably Explorer/Independence, the space shuttle which was never mentioned publicly. Let us have a closer look at the
space shuttle Independence, also called Explorer.

Space shuttle, STS, Space
Transportation System’s
official insignia.

Picture of the space shuttle Explorer or Independence. We can clearly see the insignia Collect Space on this
space shuttle. The insignia is an illustration of the transportation between the Earth and the Moon. This
insignia cannot be seen on the other space shuttles. Explorer was built in Apopka, Florida by Guard-Lee in
parallel with the space shuttle Endeavour and at the beginning of 1992 it was transported by air to Kennedy
Space Center in Florida. It is possible that Explorer was secretly tested at Kennedy Space Center, was
launched with an anonymous crew and landed after a couple of orbits at Kennedy Space Center.

Another insignia showing the
transportation of the space shuttle
between the Earth and the Moon,
called Collect Space.

Explorer

The picture shows, behind the STS-49 crew, the space shuttle Endeavour at Kennedy Space Center on May 7, 1992. The same
vehicle and the same crew that made their first spaceflight with STS-49. We know that the DOD had its own mission next to
NASA and NASA also so-operated with the DOD. I believe that the DOD rented the space shuttle Endeavour from NASA at
some time between 1995 and 1999 for their own defense missions e.g. the Clementine lunar mission. – We clearly see that there
is no difference between the right sides of the Explorer and the Endeavour. I have named this space shuttle (Explorer) the
Invisible space shuttle.

Here we can see a space shuttle orbiting the Earth. It is carrying an object similar to the lunar model LM and probably another
large satellite. If this is correct it means that a new type of lunar module is being tested by the space shuttle crew. We can also
see that there is room for two lunar modules in the space shuttle’s cargo compartment. The crew can use the space shuttle’s
crane to remove objects from the cargo department. Note that the object looks like a lunar module but it could be something else.

Clementine #9.
What is the difference between a
Clementine lunar probe and a manned lunar
module? – Technically there is no differrence. One is somewhat bigger than the
other but the landing procedures are
similar. One touches down automatically
(directed by ground control) while the other
is run manually. In the 1990s STS has
replaced the Apollo spacecraft.

LM=Lunar Module

In the 1970s the combination LM/Apollo was the best tool for landing on the Moon. LM-1, Test-LM, Apollo 5 22/01/68, (not
manned); LM-3 Spider, Apollo 9 3/3/69; LM-4 Snoopy, Apollo 10 18/5/69; LM-5, Eagle, Apollo 11 16/7/69; LM-6 Intrepid,
Apollo 12 14/11/69; LM-7 Aquarius, Apollo 13 11/4/70; LM-8 Antares, Apollo 14 31/1/71; LM-9, Kennedy Space Center Visitor
Complex; LM-10 Falcon, Apollo 15 26/7/71; LM-11 Orion, Apollo 16 16/4/72; LM-12 Challenger, Apollo 17 7/12/72; LM-13
Liberty, Apollo 18/12/74: LM-14 Artemis, Apollo 19/12/75: LM-15 Phoenix, Apollo- 0 16/8/74:
LM-16 Clementine, Explorer –1993 or 97?

A possible journey to the Moon. The space shuttle docks with space station Mir. Fuel is provided for the lunar module and
some Soviet cosmonauts board the space shuttle, then take-off for the Moon. As far as I understand, the space shuttle was the
best and safest vehicle for visits to the Moon. The cargo compartment can hold two lunar modules, one lunar roving vehicle
and other tools they need for their mission.

I will now try to reconstruct the flight to the Moon according to the short story told by Moonwalker1966deltas.
The flight started from Vandenberg and landed on the far side of the Moon outside the Izsak-D crater. It would have
taken place in the 90s, after Apollo 20’s successful lunar program. (I choose the 90s because the Apollo 19 crew
died shortly after take-off after a collision with an unknown object and neither NASA nor the USAF assigned the
same mission and landing site to two Apollo missions. As far as I understand, Apollo 20 had the same assignment as
did Apollo 19.) But Clementine 9 will land at the same site.

Space shuttle
Explorer

Space shuttle Explorer/Clementine 9 before launch at Vandenberg Air Force Base in California

cockplit
t
Vandenberg Air Force Base, California, 1993 or 1997. At night, in the dark, the STS-Clementine 9 took off from its
launch pad to carry out its lunar flight mission. Moonwalker1966delta was the commander, he probably did his
seventh and last spaceflight. This astronaut belonged to an élite, like William Rutledge. Experience, skills and total
balance were his strength. The top-level pilot Rutledge had taken part in an earlier spaceflight with Apollo 20. The
Clementine 9 crew was carefully selected, maybe the most secret crew so far. All in all seven individuals were on
board to the Moon, among them the Jesuit/Lord and some Russians.
The correspondence between William Rutledge, Moonwalker1966delta and the Italian journalist Luca Scantamburlo
reveals that they were in an accident during a spaceflight. The astronauts do not lie, they just tell the story briefly and
distinctly. Moonwalker1966delta was not a member of Apollo 20, and Rutledge did not take part in Apollo 19. If they
ever were on the same spaceflight it must have been after the Apollo program was abolished, in connection with the
Clementine lunar program during the 1990s. They were both around 65 years old. Compare this to John Glenn. He
orbited the Earth in Mercury 6 in 1962 and 36 years later, in 1998, he made his second and last flight with STS-95,
being 77 years old. Glenn was born in 1921.)

Moonwalker1966delta

Williams Rutledge

CDR

Shuttle PLT

The Jesuit/Lord/Bull
Mission Specialist, MSP

What I know about the Space Shuttle Clementine’s lunar mission is that it docked with the space station Mir. There fuel for the
two lunar modules was provided and a few Russians, maybe three, boarded the space shuttle Explorer. After this they headed
towards the Moon and their mission, called Clementine 9, started.

A possible illustration showing how the lunar module Clementine, with its crew, is removed from the cargo compartment of the
space shuttle Explorer.

Gyroscope
In this picture LM-Clementine descends towards the surface of the Moon using a gyroscope. A gyroscope has an amount of
properties that can be used in different contexts. The spin axis always tries to maintain its orientation, pointing at the same
direction. This is useful in ships, aircraft and spaceflights. The orientation stability is used to stabilize vessels and vehicles and in
this case helps Clementine to maintain its direction without any change. To be able to touch down safely on the surface,
telemetry must also be fully functional in order to avoid losing the correct distance between the surface and the lunar module.

Houston

According to Moonwalker1966delta the gyroscope stopped working during the descent. He mentioned that some kind of smoke
had come from the panel, a warning bleeper started. After that telemetry completely collapsed. Catastrophe was imminent, but
they could still communicate with Houston in Texas. Our interpretation may be that the lunar module was on its way to land on
the far side of the Moon when catastrophe struck. As soon as you are at the far side of the Moon, communication is impossible.

He continued to report that as soon as power was restored he manually stopped the gyroscope in order to be able to handle
the lunar module Clementine until it hit the surface. But it was not a true soft landing.

Backup LM

LMClementine

As far as I understand both of them survived the accident but the lunar module Clementine was so badly damaged that it was
unusable. Should this be true it means that Clementine’s landing was the most dramatic and difficult landing in modern history,
a landing handled skillfully by Moonwalker1966delta using his experience and balance.

Backup LM

Backup LM
interior

An illustration of the backup lunar module by the Izsak-D crater on the far side of the Moon

Take-off from
the surface of
the Moon yta

It distinctly emerges from Moonwalker1966delta’s story that the spaceship with him
and his fellow astronauts had been badly damaged. If it was a lunar module destined
for landing it means that they needed a new lunar module to return to Earth. As far as
I know they had brought an additional lunar module in the cargo compartment of the
space shuttle and they activated that one. William Rutledge was the space shuttle’s
pilot and it was he who landed with the backup lunar module and picked up
Moonwalker1966delta and the Jesuit. In this particular case there were three
passengers in the backup lunar module. –
Rutledge related that he was in an accident in space with Moonwalker1966delta, but
the latter claims that Rutledge was not, he did not meet him until after the accident.
An outsider who reads Luca Scantamburlo’s message gets the idea that one of the
astronauts is lying.

But that is not the case. They both say the same thing, but their starting points are different. Rutledge was not involved in the
actual accident but was part of the crew, as the pilot, and landed with the backup lunar module to free the two astronauts who were
trapped in the Clementine lunar module. Moonwalker1966delta was involved in the accident but after a successful landing he met
Rutledge who had landed next to Clementine to make sure that Moonwalker1966delta and the Jesuit were returned to the space
shuttle. After that the return journey started, the docking with Mir and the touch-down at Kennedy Space Center in Florida.
It is obvious that this is all about an unsuccessful lunar flight but the question about when it happened, this most mysterious
spaceflight in our time, remains to be answered.– All this thanks to the Italian journalist Luca Scantamburlo who via William
Rutledge and Moonwalker1966delta documented Apollo 19’s and 20’s secret missions in space.

Williams Rutledge said that he became religious in 1990. He visited Ural in the Soviet Union in 1994 or 1995 after an
invitation. The question remains: What did Moonwalker1966delta and the Jesuit do on the far side of the Moon in the city of
knowledge? Did they meet an alien, or aliens, while they were on the Moon?
To get to the goal, to the conclusion of Clementine 9’s flight to the Moon, we should have a look at clues in the form of
documents. Primarily we will have a look at what has happened since the beginning of the 1990s, especially at what has
happened to me, since I am at the centre of events, being my father’s only-begotten son.

Document 1.

Estate inventory, March 30, 1992, original
The relevant authority has one copy

Document 1 is the estate inventory after my good father Tibor Kemény who passed away in the spring, on May 4, 1991, in the
sign of Taurus. The state inventory was finished after difficult negotiations on March 30, 1992. I handed it in to the relevant
court of law and authority. In it there is a change of identities between Tibor E and Christer R. The latter was also summoned to
the estate inventory function which was on March 25, 1992.
It is evident in the above letter, dated March 18, 1992, that Christer R renounces his share of the estate. Thirteen years earlier, at
the end of 1978, during a personal telephone conversation with him, he confirmed that he did not know anything about my father
and his existence and in the letter he gives up his share. Who has written this false letter in his name? It is a forgery of
documents, a crime. What do you, king, say about this? The letter was dated 18, which is my father’s birthday. In the estate
inventory there is also a so-called relatives report by Church of Sweden, dated June 26, 1991. The report claims that Christer R
is my father’s first-born son, born before me and my sister. Something I did not know at the time was that plans were already on
the way, plans aiming at removing Christer R and replace him with the Jesuit. This happened during Pope John Paul II’s
pontificate (here we find the foundation of Christian religion, at the End of Time).
The next clue can be found at the Holy See, document 2.

Johannes XXIII (1958–1963), Angelo Giuseppe Roncalli
263,107 Shepherd and Sailor

Document 2.

Johannes XXIII (1958–1963), Angelo Giuseppe Roncalli
263,107 Shepherd and Sailor

Yes, there is evidence and in this case the Vatican itself has published it: Predictions and Prophecies from the Diary of
Pope John XXII. A copy of a part of the diary was distributed by some groups in several Catholic churches in Metro in
Manila. Priest DeAngelo was 73 years old when he consented to publishing some of the diary texts that had been written
between February 1959 and April 1963 by the pope himself. The dusty, leather-bound book contains hand-written diary
notations and was found by one of the Vatican cleaners who sorted boxes in a small storage. The scribbled messages
expose a frightened and excited pope who has decided to keep his meetings with Christ/the Lamb and the Madonna
secret. The pope writes that he met Christ/the Lamb for the first time in his chambers on February 12, 1959. He was
elected pope on October 28, 1958 and as early as on February 12. 1959, he was allowed to meet the ten-year-old Lamb.
The priest related that the pope met the Lamb regularly and had also met with the Madonna between 1959 and 1963 in his
chambers. More info at The Fourth Pyramid which Disappeared, page 55.
The Madonna continues her visits to the pope. Their next meeting was on May 19, 1962. According to the diary, visitors
from space (aliens) will arrive in 1995 and the Saviour will appear in the sky. Many people will fear these peculiar
creatures. On July 2, 1962, the Madonna says that it is her last visit. Among other things she says that towards the end of
1998 our celestial friends will arrive and will share with us their advanced knowledge. Finally, on December 25, 2000, a
fantastic miracle will appear in the skies above New York City. Millions will watch the sensational appearance of
Messiah who will announce the arrival of s second paradise here on Earth. (This seems to be connected with
Revelation)
What does the Madonna reveal here? Between 1995 and 1998 the aliens will influence the situation here on Earth. The
Clementine lunar mission, a secret project, took place between 1993 and 1999 in co-operation with the aliens and on
December 25, 2000, Messiah was supposed to appear above the City of New York.

Document 3.

The Clementine lunar program is America’s message to the world, it has been on the Internet for many years. You can call this
message a document irrespective of the scope of its contents.
Why was Clementine 9’s journey to the Moon necessary and why was the Jesuit on board? – According to Apollo 20 we can
find the City of Knowledge on the far side of the Moon, outside crater D. It belongs to Virgin Inanna/the Lamb and the aliens.
The Lamb is always welcome there and the Jesuit came there as the Lamb/Christer R. He would have returned to Earth on a
spaceflight and a small flying saucer to appear above New York. The aliens knew that the Jesuit/Bull was neither identical with
the Lion Tibor E nor with the Lamb Christer R. So, the Jesuit had to return to our Earth in the space shuttle Explorer/Clementine
9. This is how I interpret Clementine 9’s mission.

This is what we were supposed to see in 2000, at midnight on Christmas Eve above New York. Messiah (the Jesuit) would have
appeared in front of the flock of sheep during John Paul II’s pontificate according to Black Madonna’s predictions given to Pope
John XXIII in 1962. But what happened? There was no Messiah show. Instead, on the Vatican’s website, a picture of a totally
naked Lamb/Christer R appeared. (More info at Aries, Capricorn and the End of Time, page 23)
What did the Madonna say to Pope John XXIII? ”Finally, on December 25, 2000, a fantastic miracle will appear in the
skies above New York City. Millions will watch the sensational appearance of Messiah who will announce the arrival
of s second paradise here on Earth.” If we try to understand what she means by ”Messiah” we will get the answer to why
there was no Messiah appearance. We know that the original, worldly and Davidian Messiah, the Lion of Linköping, Tibor E, was
murdered in 1971, so he was not available. The Lamb, Christer R, wants to get his hybrids/virgins together on Mount of Olives in
Jerusalem in order to leave the Earth, this is linked to Revelation. But there is a deity called Jehovah-Baal, who wants to continue
his life here on our Earth, a paradise – but for whom? This Messiah is Mammon, the Messiah of money and wealth, Antichrist/the
Bull. My father’s paternity issue was brutally crushed in the 1970s and the estate inventory after my father was not handled
correctly. The Jesuit can never claim to be my father’s son, as can Tibor E. It seems as if the aliens have disconnected him.
But many people may want to ask the question: Why New York? That is a very good question and I am sure that many people
around the world want an answer. What makes New York famous all over the world? The Statue of Liberty. Let me have a
closer look at this statue and at how she ended up there.

Document 4
The origin of the 7-pointed crown was Enki in Sumer.
This was Enki’s symbol and it also reminds us of the 7
tribes of the Huns and Hungarians, the 7 worlds at
different levels of vibration in our galaxy, the 7branched candlestick and the 7 stars and 7 hills of
Revelation. The figure 7 is an extensive and important
symbol and is now located in New York. I will come
back to the torch later.
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The lion is the King of animals and a
symbol of the monarchy, the Lion of
Judah.

St. Pius X, (1903–1914)
259,103 Burning Fire

Symbol of St. Mark’s Basilica in Venice, the Bull
Mark as a false lion. He was murdered in Egypt,
buried in Alexandria and his remains were
The Lion of Giza depicting Pharaoh Cheops
brought to Venice either in 815 (by Pope Leo III,
795-816) or in 828 (Gregory IV, 827-844). A
winged lion means symbolically that the Bull
belongs to a group of aliens. The sword is a
symbol of power and war.

John XXIII (1958–1963)
263,107 Shepherd and Sailor

John Paul I (1978-1978)
265, 109 From the Midst of the Moon

The Marc Lion can be found in three papal coats of arms: Pius X, John XXIII and John Paul I. They were all arch
bishops of Venice before they were elected popes. We celebrate Mark’s anniversary on April 25, in the zodiac sign of
Taurus.

Frédéric-Auguste Bartholdi, 1834-1904

The Lion of Belfort

Favourite Symbol

Frédéric-Auguste Bartholdi, 1834-1904

The Lion of Belfort

The artist and sculptor Frédéric Auguste Bartholdi has one remarkable piece of work in Europe, The Lion of Belfort, which is
a massive sculpture of a lion chiselled out of a mountain in Belfort i Territoire-de-Belfort, around 70 kilometres from the
German border. The lion is 22 metres from head to tail and 11 metres high. It is supposed to symbolize the fight by the French
troops against the Prussian army towards the end of the Franco-Prussian war 1870-71. This is the well-known, official
explanation, but there was one more, silent motivation: The Lion of Corsica. He worked on the lion sculpture between 1875 and
1879. The popes were Pius IX (1846-1878) and Leo XIII (1878-1903).

Édouard René L

Édouard René Lefèbvre de Laboulaye, 1811-1883
Writer, historian, politician and jurisprudent

Laboulaye was a prominent figure in the struggle against oppression and slavery, not least in his Histoire politique des ÉtatsUnis 1620-1789 (3 vols, 1855-66), where he expressed his enthusiasm for American social structure, and the satire Paris en
Amérique (1863). As a poet Laboulaye won European fame, especially for his colourful oriental novel Addallah ou Le trèfle à 4
feuilles (1859). He achieved considerable work in his area of speciality, jurisprudence, e.g. by publishing Revue historique de
droit français et étranger (1855-69 and 1877-83).
The historian and writer Édouard René Lefèbvre de Laboulaye was thinking of how to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the
Declaration of Independence in the USA.
The sculptor Frédéric-Auguste Bartholdi was commissioned to create a monument for the end of 1876. This was supposed to
be raised in Port Saïd in Egypt with the motto “Egypt Enlightens Asia.”

Frédéric-Auguste Bartholdi, 1834-1904
The monument was supposed to be raised in Port Saïd in Egypt with the motto “Egypt Enlightens Asia.”

The monument was supposed to be raised in Port Saïd in Egypt with the motto “Egypt Enlightens Asia.”

Abu Simbel

The Bull Ramesses II/Osiris
Abu Simbel, Ramesses II’s residence and temple
The Bull Ramesses II/Osiris
The idea of the actual size of the monument came from Abu Simbel, where Pharaoh Ramesses II had his residence, temple and
a giant monument of himself.

Isma’il Pasha/Khedive, 1830-1895
Briefly about Isma’il Pasha: Son of Ibrahim Pasha, born on December 31 in Cairo, died on March 2, 1895, near
Constantinople, khedive (viceroy) of Egypt. Isma’il got a European upbringing in France and came back to Egypt in 1849. His
uncle, khedive Said Pasha, used him at missions in France and Italy and appointed him to the government. In 1861 he led the
government in his uncle’s absence and subdued a rebellion in Sudan. After the death of Said on January 18, 1863 he became
Khedive of Egypt. His external policies aimed at full independence,( direct relations with foreign monarchs, the Turkish
firmans about the order of succession in 1866, the Khedivate in 1867, the position of Egypt in 1873) and his flamboyant and
costly enterprises (the Suez Canal, opened in 1869). Reforms as brilliant as they were ill-conceived resulted in a swindle which
ruined his country. Add to this his private extravagant life of ”an Oriental despot with a Parisian varnish” and he ended up in
the arms of European usurers. After he had been disposed of on June 26, 1879, he spent his time in Europe, especially in Italy,
from 1888 to his death, partly as a state convict on the castle Emirgian by the Bosporus, provided by the Sultan.
It was Isma’il Pasha/Khedive who, because of financial difficulties, could not receive the Statue of Liberty from France.

Eugène Delacroix, 1798-1863
Artist, painter
The Statue of Liberty was chosen among the paintings by Eugene Delacroix where liberty is brought to the people.

Frédéric-Auguste Bartholdi, 1834-1904
Artist/sculptor/architect
Alexandre Gustave Eiffel, 1832-1923
Designer/engineer/architect

Bartholdi’s statue patent, 18 February, 1879. Bertholdi’s and Eiffel’s joint creation, Bartholdi had assistance during
construction of the statue. Total height 93 metres, weight 204 metric tons.

A small model of the Statue of Liberty was built in 1870 and can today be found in Paris, in the Luxembourg garden.

July 4,
1776

On October 28, 1886, (Zodiac sign Scorpio), the Statue of Liberty was inaugurated in New York. A gift from France to the
US on the 100th anniversary of the Declaration of Independence.

Pius VI, (1775–1799)
252, 96 Apostolic Pilgrim

Pius IX, (1846–1878)
257, 101 Cross from Cross

July 4, 1776, Declaration of Independence

The Statue of Liberty being built in France, 1870.

Leo XIII, (1878–1903)
258, 102 Light in the Sky

On October 28, 1886, (Zodiac sign Scorpio), the Statue of Liberty was inaugurated in New York. A gift from France to the US
on the 100th anniversary of the Declaration of Independence, during Leo XIII’s pontificate.

The USA and its God

The USA and its God

The USA and its God

The USA and its God

Document 5.

There are reviewers who claim that the Statue of Liberty is a copy of Apollo. The Americans themselves have concluded
that Clementine is a copy of Apollo. This can be true, according to the pictures.

We can see that the Statue of Liberty is neither man nor woman, it seems to be a hybrid/virgin, just like Apollo and Clementine.

The pictures suggest that Clementine, the Statue of Liberty and Apollo have traits in common. We can see that the
secret lunar program Clementine is based on Apollo, i.e. the virgin/hybrid.

July 4, 1776

7
The role of the torch is to enlighten the Statue of Liberty’s message to New York. We know that the statue is neither man nor
woman but a hybrid/virgin, i.e. the Serpent (Lamb). New York is called The Big Apple. The apple is a symbol in the Bible, a
symbol of knowledge which was and still is prohibited, the Lord says. It seems as if also our Lord picked and ate the forbidden fruit
in order to hang on to world power. This is the Apple’s message from the Christian religion, represented by the torch. (An
intellectual battle between the Lamb/Serpent and the Bull took place on July 4, 1776. I can only notice that exactly 200 years later,
in July 1975-76, the court proceedings against my father started. They were about paternity and alimony to the Lamb/Christer R
without his knowledge, but in his name). More info at Aries, Capricorn and the End of Time, pp 1-6.
We return to Clementine 9’s lunar mission and try to establish a point in time for the launch from Vandenberg and compare it to the
time when France gave the Statue of Liberty as a gift to the US to celebrate the 100th anniversary of when France gave her as gift
to the USA to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the Declaration of Independence on July 4, 1776. “France” and “Independence”
are clues here. We know that Clementine I was launched on January 25, 1994. Clementine 2 was cancelled in 1997, but that year
Clementine France was sent to the Moon on December 3. This mission was probably Clementine 9. The space shuttle was called
Explorer/Independence. So, there is a clear connection between Clementine 9’s lunar mission and the Statue of Liberty. The
Clementine 9 crew may have included three Americans: Moonwalker1966delta, Commander William Rutledge and the Jesuit. Add
two Russian cosmonauts and two French (ESA) astronauts.

The Americans have concluded that the flag on Clementine’s insignia represents three nations. But which are they? According
to the Statue of Liberty they are the US, France and Russia via space station MIR = peace, freedom, world.
It was not a fake flag, it was genuine according to the secret mission. All flags have the colours blue, white and red.
Let me have a closer look at the space shuttle Explorer/Independence.

Document 6.

”The Spirit
of Texas”

”The Spirit
of Texas”

If we take a close look at the space shuttle we can see that it is a bit different from the other seven space shuttles. This is obvious
behind the cockpit. Its original name was Explorer but it was renamed Inependence in memory of the Declaration of
Independence on July 4, 1776. It got a new, symbolic name: The Spirit of Texas. I believe that Independence was the modern
space shuttle in the 90s and equipped with world-leading technology. Independence spent 18 years at Kennedy Space Center
Visitor Complex, Florida and was seen by around 12 million tourists, according to NASA. Those who looked at the space shuttle
could see that it had been subjected to atmospheric friction, it had been in space. In 2012 it was moved from Kennedy Space
Center to Space Center Houston, Texas. We are absolutely sure that both NASA and USAF/DOD lacked space shuttles after the
Challenger and Columbia accidents. Endeavour and Explorer/Independence were built almost simultaneously to replace
Challenger and Columbia during this crisis. It is unlikely they built space shuttles for billions of dollars just to show them off,
they could use Pathfinder and Enterprise for that. Explorer/Independence was introduced to the world as a showcase but only
NASA and USAF know how many secret space flights the shuttle had accomplished. If a project is secret to everybody except
for those involved you do not have to tell the public about it, but Clementine’s secret lunar project was at least partly presented
by the proper authorities. Clementine’s lunar mission was, as far as I understand, secretly connected to my father’s paternity
issue. In those days people believed that the handling of the issue by the head of state, the king, had been correct here in
Stockholm. I can also mention that the Lamb/Virgin Christer R visited the US at this time. Note that this is my personal opinion
founded on known clues, see documents 1-6 above. We also have Nostradamus at our disposal.

Nostradamus is said to have anticipated many things, but did the French prophet anticipate the landing on the Moon?
This quatrain is said to anticipate the landing. Or the fake landing, according to some.

Dedans le coing de Luna viendra rendre,
Où sera prins & mis en terre estrange,
Les fruicts immeurs seront à grand esclandre,
Grand vitupere, à l'vn grande loüange.

Did Nostradamus anticipate the landing on the Moon?
"He will come to and find a corner on the Moon / There he will be captured and held in a strange land / The unripe fruit will cause
great harm / Vast guilt but also great celebrations.”
If we analyse Nostradamus’s texts we shall find that they are not about the Apollo landings since there were always two astronauts on the
Moon in the Apollo programs. Nostradamus writes about one single individual who is a prisoner and has arrived in a foreign country without
permission.
The only person to fit Nostradamus’s prediction is the Jesuit in connection with Clementine 9’s lunar mission. The whole mission was carried
out to benefit the Jesuit and he was the main character at the landing in the city of knowledge on the far side of the Moon. The Bull, the
Jesuit, journeyed as Christer R, with Christer’s/the Lamb’s identity. In Sweden he is claimed to be identical with the Lion Tibor E, who was
supposed to be my father’s biological son. Only the change of names took place according to the Stockholm monarchy.
The city of knowledge belongs to Inanna/the Lamb and is the territory of the aliens, no Bull is welcome. After the problematic landing he
became a prisoner according to Nostradamus, we do not know for how long. (Neither Moonwalker1966delta nor William Rutledge says
anything about this, they talk about an accident during a lunar mission and they finally safely returned to Earth. The unexplainable telemetry
accident was managed by aliens, which is how I understand the situation. There is a very interesting text in Revelation 12:5: ”She bore a
male Child (Tibor E) who was to rule all nations with a rod of iron. And her Child (Christer R) was caught up to God and His throne.” The
Jesuit is nowhere to be found. – The unripe fruit which Nostradamus mentions are the authorities involved in the Clementine lunar program.
Nostradmus, too, says something about the Moon and the landing. A brief conclusion: The Earth is a planet of lies but even lies contain clues
which finally bring clarity.
The Moon visit. W. Rutledge mentioned a visit to the Moon lasting for 7 days. Did he mean Apollo 20 or Clementine 9? As far as I can
understand from reading all material, its visit to the Moon lasted for a day and a half, around 36 hours. The whole voyage took 7-8 days. If
Rutledge meant Clementine 9 instead, the question is: what did the crew do during a week on the Moon? – After having read
Moonwalker1966delta’s very brief but yet rich description of the surroundings of the lunar landing site on the far side, in combination with
Nostradamus, my conclusion is that that the Jesuit/Bull was imprisoned the whole time, i.e. 7 days, while Moonwalker1966delta was free and
could, maybe assisted by a guide, visit parts of the area since he could give a detailed description of the landing site and its surroundings and
simultaneously communicate with the space shuttle Explorer. There is no information of at what time Rutledge joined with the extra lunar
probe but he was obviously allowed to land and set free Moonwalker1966delta and the Jesuit. The lunar probe is temporary housing, but
where were the Jesuit/Bull during a week? At a secret place at a secret level of frequency.

This picture shows that that the left foot of the Statue of Liberty/Virgin is chained, like that of the Lamb above. It is still not time
for the Lamb, but it is getting closer. But since the Jesuit took over the Lamb’s forged identity documents, he too is paralysed. The
Jewish little boy Tibor E was murdered without cause and was innocent. He was not my father’s biological son and did not appear
in the 1958 document concerning paternity. That is why Christianity is now disintegrating. Tibor E was my father’s foster son, my
father knew him well. Christer R was the child of my father’s cousins. More info at The Prince of Ponte Corvo, or.., pp 50-68,
The Fourth Pyramid which Disappeared, pp 53-62 and Man, God and Science, pp 1-19.
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3+2+2=7

The take-over of Enkis 7-pointed star was a total failure,
And the whole Stature of Liberty is connected to Revelation.
More info at The Fourth Pyramid which Disappeared, page 80

The 5-pointed star is a symbol of
Venus; the Jesuit’s symbol is
Jupiter.

If we analyse this special 9, this is what we find:

Two
parallel
lines may
mean two
individuals

Numerology

2x9=18

18

1+8=9

See Document 1.

More info at Foundation Stone, page 70

The secret Clementine lunar program was thus connected to my father’s, Tibor Kemény’s paternity issue.
But my father had nothing to do with the Jesuit. He will never manage to steal my family tree. More info at
Foundation Stone, page 70. (Why was the program called Clementine 9? In those days people thought there
were 9 planets orbiting the Sun. In my opinion, the program was supposed to comprise the whole solar system.
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The Moon deity Chang’e is neither man nor woman, i.e. a
hybrid/virgin. Crowned with the 7-pointed crown.

The Statue of Liberty was neither man nor woman but a
hybrid/virgin crowned with the 7-pointed crown.

If we continue the Statue of Liberty topic we can find her counterpart in China, the Moon deity Chang’e. China is the third
largest space nation and carried out a successful moon landing in December, 2013, with their lunar probe Chang’e 3. It would
be very interesting to have a closer look at her and analyse available materiel.

4
5
3
2

6
7

1

The 7-pointed crown with two horns looking
like those of a ram.
Ddig krona

The Moon deity Chang´e is on her throne with a 7-pointed crown on her head, just like the Statue of Liberty in New York. At
her left foot is lion, looking up at her. The lion is her most dangerous enemy and has roots far back in Sumer, where Marduk
killed her. In my opinion Chang´e was a reincarnation of, among others, Tiamat/Inanna.
The Moon deity Chang´e on her throne, raising her her
right hand like the Lamb/Jesus in Palestine and future
popes did as greetings. She wants to deliver a symbolic
message. On the shield in her arms is a lion. She seems to
have chosen a female role in those days.

The Lamb/Jesus’s ascension in a space ship
from Mount Tabor in ancient Palestine.

Moon deity Chang’e’s flight to the Moon or ascension reminds us of
that of the Lamb/Jesus. Here she says goodbye to her husband Hou Yi.

The so-called ”Moon Festival” was fairly popular during the Tang Dynasty 618-907 and the Song Dynasty 960-1279. It was
connected to the memory of the Moon deity Chang’e and the two basic elements Yin and Yang. Sacrifices to the Moon were
executed very early in China and the start of the dark six months of the year was also attributed to the Moon deity as was the
theory of Yin and Yang. But what is Yin and Yang?

Yang
Yin

According to Chinese philosophy Yin and Yang are symbols of the extremes, they are the primordial forces of the Universe.
There is a number of definitions and comparisons connected to Yin and Yang. Yin represents the woman, Yang the man. If we
analyse Yin and Yang we can see that the signs depict a unity of two different individuals, a unity of man and woman. Two
individuals melt together.
The conclusion of the Yin and Yang symbol confirms that
it is a union between man and woman. We can clearly
see that from the starting point two different personalities
of opposite sexes split up but still form a union. Thus: Yin
and Yang are neither man nor woman, but a hybrid/virgin.
In my opinion this an oriental symbol of a virgin/hybrid.
The circle is a symbol of eternity. If you are a hybrid, you
are a hybrid forever.

The letter M is a western counterpart of
Yin and Yang.

The Moon deity Chang´e as a high priest or female pope on her Moon Throne. In one hand she holds the book which
is about being a hybrid/virgin, in the other hand she keeps the crossed silver and gold keys necessary for her
existence as a hybrid/virgin. At her foot is a symbolic lioness/tigress.
The Lily

The book of knowledge and the keys to the creation of the hybrid/virgin.
More info at Aries, Capricorn and the End of Time, pp 8-9

The lioness/tigress as a symbol. On the back of the animal is a lotus-like flower and there is also a
spiral galaxy, our Milky Way. Compare it to the crown (picture 1) on the next page.

2

1

The Moon deity or the Moon mother
Virgin/hybrid in western and oriental imagery, in one and the same person. Picture 1 illustrates the crown with four
rings and a cross at the top, a symbol of our galaxy. More info at Aries, Capricorn and the End of Time, page 31.
Picture 2 depicts the crown with two rings and a crescent moon at the top.

This Yin and Yang symbol reminds me of virgin Inanna’s 8-pointed star.

The Chinese Dragon

The Eastern Dragon
As a Male

The Roman Catholic Mother Church

The Western Dragon
As a Female

?
Chang´e stole her husband, archer Hou Yi’s elixir of immortality and at her ascension she withdrew to the Moon. She is
therefore looked upon as the mother of the Moon and possibly its goddess, this story has many versions. On the Moon there was
also a certain Wu Gang hewing away at a constantly self-healing cassia tree as a punishment for earlier sins. A jade rabbit which
helps Chang'e to mix her elixir of immortality can also be seen on the cold and unfamiliar Moon on the Tang Dynasty bronze
coins. What is recorded, what does all this mean? What secrets are revealed?
The story of the Moon goddess starts when she steals the elixir of immortality from her husband Hou Yi. Then she ascended to
the Moon and goes on mixing the elixir. This short record reminds me of the incident in Sumer when Inanna stole the “Tablets
of Destinies” from her maternal grandfather Enki and then went to the far side of the Moon.
Eternal Life is mentioned on the Tablets of Destinies, a blood transformation from animal blood into human. The elixir of
immortality is a fluid like blood, thus a symbolic name of the blood transformation process. The question I ask is: Who was Hou
Yi? Could he have been the scorpion man Enki? But Enki was never married to the Serpent goddess Inanna or was he married to
her when she was called Chang’e?… It seems as if Hou Yi was hostile to Moon goddess Chang’e because she stole the
knowledge of the elixir of immortality from him just as Inanna stole the Tablets of Destinies and knowledge from her maternal
grandfather Enki. In those days the Hungarian ancestors were still in Asia.

The cassia/cinnamon tree is a symbol. If we take a closer look we will see an animal-like creature under the roots. It seems as if
the tree symbolically grows out of this animal which has been planted into a human-like body and whose blood is trying to be
transformed into human blood. In the Bible this tree is an ”apple tree” in the Garden of Eden.

In this story, the improvement and production of the elixir of immortality continues on the Moon. The white Jade Rabbit and a
man called Wu Gang lend a hand.

On the Moon there is also a certain Wu Gang hewing away at a constantly self-healing cassia tree as a punishment for past sins.
A jade rabbit which helps Chang'e to mix her elixir of immortality can also be seen on the cold and unfamiliar Moon, according
to the story. What does this mean??
We know from the Apollo 20
spaceflight that there are buildings
in the city of knowledge on the far
side of the Moon. They are
Inanna’s scientific centre for the
blood transformation process.

The painting depicts the Jade Rabbit symbolically stirring the liquid in a bucket,
illustrating the production of the elixir of immortality on Earth. In this way the
production of the elixir was interpreted.

There is a modern laboratory, a
scientific institute where research
on the blood transformation process
still goes on. The story says that
Moon goddess Chang’e ascended
to the Moon after having managed
to steal the improvement of the
blood transformation process from
her husband Hou Yi. She probably
took part in the actual process
herself on the far side of the Moon
in the city of knowledge.
I believe that the Jade Rabbit works
there in a human-like body as does
the man called Wu Gang.
This event which took place during
the Tang Dynasty (619-907) is very
valuable. The story reminds us that
China then experienced a prospering period.

This painting depicts the Jade Rabbit on the Moon, continuing its research on and
production of the elixir of immortality. Instead of a bucket there is advanced
equipment in a laboratory in connection with the blood transformation process. You
can also see the picture as a rectangular area of, for example, the city of knowledge.
The Jade Rabbit leans over it, on the far side of the Moon.

A painting of Chang’e in her garden. You can see a long,
wriggling serpent below her feet, the serpent staring at the
hare. – The Hare, Serpent and the Dragon exist in Chinese
horoscopes.
A brief summary tells us that the Serpent in this context is a
symbol of Chang’e’s animal origin. More info at Obscure
Magyar, the first pages. But the Moon/Serpent goddess
Chang’e has an incontestable rival who is always close
behind her.

Here is the rival, the other Moon goddess Isis/Hathor, the holy Cow goddess, Isis/Hathor, sister of the Bull god Osiris and his
spouse. She is a symbol of, among other things, women and wealth, luxurious life, entertainment and female power.

The rival, Empress Wu Zetian, of the Tang Dynasty 618-907, the only empress among men in China’s history. The empress is
on her throne and on each side there is a moon crescent. On her breast is a full moon (should the celestial body be interpreted
in any other way, then Venus, ”the morning av evening star” is also a female symbol, like the Moon).
This is how history remembers her, according to Wikipedia: Wu Zetian, born on February 17, 624 in Lishui, died on
December 16, 705, in Luoyang. Chinese Empress. Many women have ruled China, but Wu is the only woman in the history of
China who openly ruled with the same status as the emperors. She is the only woman who has formally been on the emperor’s
throne and whose name is in China’s list of monarchs.
In 637 Wu became the concubine of Emperor Tang Taizong. When the emperor as removed, she was sent to a monastery but
soon returned to the court as the concubine of the next emperor. In 654 she was appointed first wife and empress. In 660 the
emperor suffered a stroke which paralysed him. Wu was then appointed deputy emperor and functioned like that for 24 years.
When her husband died in 684 her son became the new emperor. But as he was not of age, she continued, now as a regency
emperor.
In 690 her son abdicated and Wu became the monarch and the first woman to openly occupy the imperial throne in her own
name. She had been a deputy emperor for thirty years. She had, however, not accepted the traditional position as "God",
which was the usual thing to do. She did this in 696 and accomplished a complete equal position compared to her male
colleagues, a unique achievement. She ruled the country for 30 years, as a full emperor for 15 years, as a “God” for 9 years.
After 45 years she was forced to sign her abdication on her deathbed.
According to history she was a beautiful woman who used her contacts to enter the Tang Dynasty and became the concubine,

mistress, of Emperor Tang Taizong. She started her career as a concubine and became the most powerful empress in Chinese
history. We usually say that history repeats itself. In Egypt she ruled with an iron fist as a pharaoh called ”Hathor” during Dynasty
18. People did not notice that a woman was on the throne and ruled Egypt. The only thing she cared about was power, wealth and
luxurious life. Thus she was the opposite of Moon goddess Chang’e, for whom knowledge was the most important possession.
She did same thing as Queen Twosret during Dynasty 19. Wu Zetian was born as a female tyrant.

Female Pope
Joan, 854-856,

Empress
Wu Zetian, 690-705,

The holy Cow goddess may have been the most powerful female regent on Earth. After she had finished her life as an
Empress of China in 705, she was reincarnated in Europe and ascended the Holy See in Rome in 854 as Pope Joan to
become the first and only female pope in history. She ruled Catholicism with an iron fist for more than two years. The
flock of sheep did not notice that a woman was running the House of the Lord, nor did they react. Later she became
known as Empress Dowager Cixi, known in China as Empress Xiao-Qin Xian Tsu, 1835-1908. She has, in other
words, ruled in Egypt, China and Europe and her iron fist was bloody. More info at Foundation Stone, pp 59-60.
When it comes to religion: in Europe Christianity was by leaps and bounds ready to conquer the continent and in Asia
Buddhism was already popular.
Solen

Buddha Siddhartha Gautama,
(BC 403-483) A combination of a lion and
an elephant. Siddhartha Gautama was
enlightened below the fig tree. According
to him, Buddhism is founded on
knowledge about our universe and galaxy.
His colour was that of the Sun, he was
dressed in yellow. According to records,
he ended up in Nirvana after death. The
sitting original Buddha Siddhartha Gautama.

Buddha Siddhartha Gautama

Nemesis

The divine Buddha Amitabha och
Sukhavati, BC.
This Buddha was a virgin/hybrid and his
symbol was the Moon. Dressed in red. The
religion had Amitabha as a foundation
with God as its focus. Buddha Amitabha,
too, called himself Light.
The sitting Buddha Amitabha on seven
lotus flowers.
More info at Obscure Magyar, pp 18-22

Buddha Amitabha

Monk Budai lived in the 10th century and
was also called the smiling Buddha. He is
depicted as an obese man symbolising wealth.
His religious messages about wealth do not
correspond to those of Buddha Amitabhas and
he has nothing to do with Buddha Siddhartha
Gautamas’ scientific messages. He founded a
new type of Buddhism founded on wealth and
power in the form of religion. He is well
worth a closer examination, he is supposed to
be the future Buddha Maitreya at the End of
Time and will replace Buddha Gautama. He is
one of the seven Bull gods in Japanese
mythology.

Buddha Budai

You can see that the sack is closed
and beside it there is an emblem
illustrating 7 crescents. These 7
crescents are symbols of a kingdom
whose monarchy has 7 kings
managing the Moon’s issues in
secrecy. You can see that sack is
placed on the crown, on the king’s
Monk/Buddha Budai/Hotei, the future Buddha Matreya with a head, i.e. it is he who is in power
sack in his hand now at the End of Time. Picture by woodcut and he is responsible for secret
artist Utagawa Kuniyoshis, 19th century. The message is a issues.
masterpiece.
The right arm is a monarch/king and on his
head is a royal crown. On the crown is a
closed sack, i.e. the monarch rules in
secrecy.

We can see how the monarch covers Buddha
Budai’s eyes with his hands from behind
Budai’s back.

The drawing depicts how Buddha Budai with his right foot holds a male sexual organ
which displays various signs. This is a symbol of a paternity issue, inhumanly and illegally
influenced by him.

The message on this picture by the artist Utagawa Kuniyoshi (1840-50) is this: Buddha Budai will be the next, or the
last, Buddha now at the End of Time. This drawing has no counterpart on this planet. It illustrates the Bull’s
reincarnation at the End of Time as the last Buddha Maitreya and the Bull Jesus/Antichrist within Christianity. The
drawing depicts a paternity issue at the End of Time in kingdom whose royal family has 7 kings. Sweden, with the
Bernadotte royal family is such a kingdom.
The king manages a paternity issue which is depicted as a closed sack which is powerfully influenced by Buddha
Maitreya, or the Bull Jesus himself, at the End of Time. He pays the king a large amount of money but the latter
deceives Maitreya/the Bull Jesus and the Bull is trapped. – He bought a pig in a poke. The Bull cannot control the
king’s secret actions. This is the message from the artist Utagawa Kuniyoshis which he announced in parallel with
the Karl Johan XIV dynasty in Sweden. He grew up during the Napoleon era (the artist was born in 1797 and died in
1861). More info at Prince of Ponte Corvo or…
The message in this context is understandable if you compare it to the original, i.e. with my father’s paternity issue
which is the most secret issue in the world seen from the monarchy’s perspective, here symbolised by a closed sack.

The picture depicts the Buddha Budai era. An elderly monk looks into the mirror to see who the happy, lovable Buddha is
who jumps at him from behind.

"Sack

of cloth"

"Sack

of cloth”

The End of Time. Buddha Maitreya, a reincarnation of, among others, Buddha Budai. Primarily I want to analyse the name
”Budai”. The name comes from the pagan Hungarian name “Buda.” He was Attila’s elder brother and lived in AD 445. He shared
with Attila the kingdom of Pannonia in Hungary. The Hungarian capitol Budapest was named after Buda, situated at one side of
the river Danube. It is evident that Buddha Budai will return at the End of Time using the name Buddha Maitreya, the way Jesus
Christ will replace Buddha Gautama. More info at Man. God and Science, pp 1-7.
The picture above shows a sitting Buddha Maitreya (the Bull god) and below his feet are lotus flowers. He is dressed in a
yellowish colour, like the Sun, against a blue background. The Sun’s symbol is a lion and the Lion, Tibor E, was murdered in
1971. He was replaced by the Lamb Christer R/the Moon who was removed in 2007 and replaced by the Bull, the Jesuit. The Lion
Tibor E was disposed of in a black sack in a grave at the Catholic Congregation graveyard in Stockholm in 2012. Tibor E was a
reincarnation of, among others, Attila, who was Budai’s younger brother. More info at Prince of Ponte Corvo, or… pp 50-69. In his dream Constantine saw a cross in heaven and heard the voice: In this Sign You will Conquer, in Latin In hoc signo vinces,
the E sign in a cross. In other words: the pig in the poke. Briefly: Buddha Maitreya and the Bull Jesus Christ/Antichrist are one
and the same person.

Moon Goddess Chang´e to the Moon.
Chang´e 3 landed on the Moon

The lunar probe Chang´e 3 was launched on December 1, 2013, from Xichang Satellite Launch Center,
China. China was the third nation to succeed in putting a probe, named Chang´e 3, onto the Moon.

1

2

Picture 1 shows how Chang’e 3 leaves the Earth behind and starts
to orbit the Moon on December 6, 2013, picture 2. The landing site
is on the front side of the Moon, in Sinus Iridum.

On December 14, 2013, the Chinese lunar probe Chang’e 3 touches down on the front side of the Moon in Sinus Iridum,
close to the Laplace A crater.

China National Space Administration (CNSA) had from the start planned the landing to take place in an unnamed crater,
with a diameter of 249 kilometres, a fairly big crater, but the probe landed softly near the crater Laplace A. This is the first
mystery concerning the flight to the Moon and the landing.

Lunar probe Chang´e-3 descends above the Sinus Iridum to make a soft landing.

The Moon Goddess Chang´e 3 landed in Sinus Iridum close to Laplace A crater, but why did the space vehicle land near a crater which was not
on the agenda? It is an early mystery at the start of the visit, at the La Place landing site.

The lunar roving vehicle was named Yutu or the ”Jade Rabbit”, a name chosen by the people on the Internet. It comes from
Chinese mythology where a white rabbit lives on the Moon. We can see the lunar roving vehicle (the Jade Rabbit) and how it
approaches the surface of the Moon.

The white Jade Rabbit leaves the space vehicle, a live broadcast to the ground station.

The Jade Rabbit started to roll.

The pictures above show how the Jade Rabbit leaves Chang’e 3 to commence its journey in a certain area. The lunar
probe Chang’e 3 is alone at the landing site.

The map shows the Jade Rabbit’s journey during the first
week after touch-down.

The white Jade Rabbit leaves the lunar probe Chang´e 3…

…and is on its way to explore the nearest surroundings.

The Jade Rabbit approaches a very interesting area, a completely new site turns up in front of the lunar roving vehicle. The
exploration took place in the evening or at night.

In front of the vehicle you can see a very large ”pyramid” with various surrounding building structures

A large pyramid among buildings with style and structures
similar to those on Earth.

You can see buildings to the right and to the left of the pyramid. It looks like a small community or a small town.

Myth from AD 600, reality in AD 2000? A certain Wu Gang is said to be hewing away on the
Moon at a constantly self-healing cassia tree as punishment for past sins. A Jade Rabbit helps
Chang’e to produce her elixir of immortality (”past sins” may refer to the time when eternal life
was lost, i.e. lost its human self.

The lunar roving vehicle Jade Rabbit drove straight towards buildings and
a pyramid. There is also a pyramid on the far side of the Moon, outside
crater Izsak-D, in the so-called City of Knowledge. Research on eternal
life and the blood transformation process are still going on there at least
when it concerns the Moon goddess Chang’e. The original landing site was
planned to be at an unnamed crater with a diameter of 249 kilometres, but
Chang’e landed near Laplace A. The pictures clearly tell us that
explorations were carried out in the evening or at night. More info at Man,
God and Science, page 32

This is the area explored by the lunar roving
vehicle/Jade Rabbit during its active phase. This
can be called a small community or a town, the
”CASSIA TOWN”, for knowledge, i.e. a new city
of knowledge on the front side of the Moon, in
Sinus Iridum.

The questions remain: Who decided that Chang’e 3 would touch down at the Laplace A crater? And was the roving vehicle
turned directly towards the pyramid? Before Chang’e 3 landed in Sinus Iridum, astronomers, among others, have spotted a socalled Moon base there. Such a base can, for example, be a small community or town with various activities, an inhabited area.
In my opinion, the aliens have built a new city of knowledge in Sinus Iridum and named it “Cassia Town”. A new research area
concerning eternal life. In other words: A continuation of the research about the blood transformation process from animal to
human blood with the pyramid at the centre. The new scientific institute of research was introduced in AD 600. The Jade Rabbit
works there in a human-like body, and Wu Gang. Moon goddess Chang’e’s ascension finally ended in Cassia Town (city of
knowledge) in Sinus Iridum, where she was subjected to a so-called scientific blood transformation process. After that she was
reincarnated in Poland as “Stefan/István in around AD 975. This is how I understand the message from the Tang Dynasty in
connection with the ascension of the Moon Goddess and the elixir of immortality connected to eternal life. Kina comes closer to
Hungary via the history of the Huns.
More info at Obscure Magyar, page 23. According to some records, the communication between Chang’e 3 and ground control
was severed at the end of January, 2014.
According to Apollo 20 there is a city of knowledge on the far side of the Moon, close to the Izsak-D crater and according to
Change’3 there is a more modern one, Cassia Town in Sinus Iridum, devoted to the blood transformation process. Why two
institutes but only one area of research? Well, the ultimate goal for Moon goddess Chang’e/the Serpent goddess is to become
human again, she has established two competing scientific institutes. Which institute will win the race?
She did the same as the competitors, the Mayas, Incas and Aztecs here on Earth. More info at Mayas-Incas-Aztecs and their
Secrets. More info on Apollo 20 at Visitors to the Moon final, pages 55, 61-85.
They have advanced so much that Moon goddess Chang’e/the Serpent deity, is called the Star Goddess by the neutron star
Nemesis.

A Symbolic Race

The 7- (8-) pointed neutron star Nemesis and its 7 (8) planets constitute a solar system which in Revelation and the gospels is
called Heaven. John (the Baptist), a reincarnation of Julius Caesar, was the first to preach about Heaven by the river Jordan in
those days. More info at Ancient Persia and its Secret, page 9. Heaven will soon appear as a giant comet and everyone will see
our Lord’s Heaven. Since this neutron star is the strongest one in the solar system it belongs to the Lamb, according to its wish.
The Sun is a symbol of the Lion, a six-pointed star is bigger but weaker than the neutron star. The Bull now fights to conquer
both the Sun and the neutron star Nemesis. The Bull, too, calls himself the Sun, the Lion. More info at Man, God and Science.
Sun researchers and astronomers around the world know that the Sun’s magnetic field is weaker. Thus the Sun is at a
disadvantage compared with the neutron star Nemesis which causes global climate change and natural catastrophes.

The Ultimate Day

Sooner and later you will see great changes made,
dreadful horrors and vengeances.
For as the moon is thus led by its angel
the heavens draw near to the Balance.
The moon is obscured in deep gloom,
his brother becomes bright red in color.
The great one hidden for a long time in the shadows
will hold the blade in the bloody wound.
The year of the great seventh number accomplished,
It will appear at the time of the games of slaughter:
Not far from the great millennial age,
When the buried will go out from their tombs.
The present time together with the past
Will be judged by the great Joker:
The world too late will be tired of him,
And through the clergy oath-taker disloyal.

When twenty years of the Moon's reign have passed
another will take up his reign for seven thousand years
When the exhausted Sun takes up his cycle
then my prophecy and threats will be accomplished.

This is Nostradamus’ conclusion in connection with the
Moon and the Sun. It is important to have a closer look at
his conclusion.
Nostradamus was either Issachar’s or Naphtali’s descendant
according to records about him and his family.

The Sun at a disadvantage compared with the
neutron star.

506.. When twenty years of the Moon's reign have passed

Nostradamus - Quatrains
Century 2, Quatrain 41
The great star will burn for seven days,
The cloud will cause two Suns to appear:
The big mastiff will haul all night
When the great pontiff will change country.

another will take up his reign for seven thousand years.
When the exhausted Sun takes up his cycle
then my prophecy and threats will be accomplished.

Nostradamus - Quatrains
Century 1, Quatrain 48

The neutron star’s pentagonal orbit around
the Sun is around 3,600 years. 2 x 3600
equals 7,200 years which corresponds to
quatrain 506, 7,000 years above.

7

Revelation:
Heaven is a solar system with
seven (7) planets.

Nostradamus - Quatrains
see
, The Maya Calendar
and Omega, pp 10-12

Century 2, Quatrain 41
The great star will burn for seven days,
The cloud will cause two Suns to appear:
The big mastiff will haul all night
When the great pontiff will change country

Nostradamus: ”The New Church” from quatrain 494 to 501, see Visitors to the Moon, final, pp 102-103.
Nostradamus: ”The Ultimate Day” is the conclusion of his prophecies from quatrain 502 to 506.
In quatrain 502 Nostradamus means that that false religion and science cause oppression and the end will come. The Earth is a
planet of lies.
Quatrain 503 is about the Sun and the Moon in a combination of astrology, astronomy and religion. The Lion/the Sun is
murdered (religion), the Sun is at a disadvantage (astronomy/science), the Moon/Virgin/Lamb exists in the dark (religion,
astronomy) and the Great One (Jupiter) hides in the darkness but is also known as a mass murderer.
Quatrain 504. Nostradamus describes my father’s invalid, brutal paternity issue which reached its climax in 1977. This
coincides with the dark Middle Ages, the Millennium starting with Pope Sylvester (1000) up to John Paul (2000). All who died
then are reincarnated now.
In quatrain 505 Nostradamus describes the name Jehovah/Jahveh, who will, among other things, be a judge. The name is
complicated from the very start, according to the Bible and certain researchers it means I am that I am, but the true meaning is
I will be what I will be (I will turn out to be).

Ehyeh-Asher-Ehyeh
”I will be what I will be”
God expressed this name during the exodus from Egypt. This God who led the exodus aided by Moses and Aaron was the
Serpent God who also called himself Abraham’s, Isaac’s and Jacob’s God – Jahveh/Jehovah. This god corresponds to the
Lamb/Virgin in connection with judgement day in Revelation and God’s Son. – 5, Jesus said, "Know what is in front of your
face, and what is hidden from you will be disclosed to you. For there is nothing hidden that will not be revealed.”– The fact that
Moses and Aaron were not allowed to see God’s face was because Akhenaten was God, known all around Egypt, and there was
a great risk that if Moses and Aaron could see this face, they would lose respect for God.
The name Jehovah/Jahveh (=he is), was also used by the Bull God/Jesuit, e.g. Our Lord Jehovah.
Another name which both of them used is” Adonai”, which means master, and/or my Lord. Cosmic Adam, Lemech, Joseph and
Tibor Kemény were jacks of all trades, masters, in those days probably called ”Adonai.”. You can also say that a master is
master of his own activities and knowledge.
Nostradamus, too, kept the Serpent God Jehovah and the Bull God Our Lord apart.
Since religion is humbug, we shall forget Our Lord (Baal) and God. People have had enough of inhuman brutal religion based on
lies, advocated by the clergy.
They still do the same things. They mix different individuals into one person, for example my father Tibor Kemény’s paternity
issue. This is a fact.
In quatrain 506 he ends his prophecies. He sees the end of our solar system and the end is complete when our Sun is really at a
disadvantage compared with the neutron star. Then it totally dominates the Sun. The result will be various terrible natural
catastrophes, also here on Earth. They will have no counterpart in the history of the Earth.
He sees that the next empire will last for seven thousand (7,000) years. The neutron star’s pentagonal orbit around the Sun is
around 3,600 years. 2x3,600 years = 7,200. The neutron star will orbit twice before the end of the next empire, maybe in the
same way as now, when it is about to put an end to the present empire.

Natural catastrophes are already ravaging the whole globe and the Sun is at a
disadvantage compared with the neutron star Nemesis. This is a phenomenon well
known by astronomers.
More info at The Ark and the Global Flood, pp 1-26,
The Maya Calendar and Omega pp 1-12 and
Now it is Time to Build the Ark Again!

Adapted to floods, hurricanes,
earthquakes and fires. Patented.

Adapted to floods, hurricanes,
earthquakes and fires. Patented.

More info at The Ark and the Global
Flood, pp 1-26
and The Maya Calendar and
Omega, pp 1-12

Adapted to floods, hurricanes,
earthquakes and fires. Patented.

Adapted to floods, hurricanes,
earthquakes and fires. Patented.

More info at The Ark and the Global
Flood, pp 1-26
and The Maya Calendar and
Omega, pp 1-12

Now it is time to build the ark again, a survival project vital across the globe!!! This survival project is the most
important project on this planet. In includes the construction of as many arks as possible all over the world. This will also
become a gigantic global industrial venture
Knowledge and capital supplement each other. Top-level knowledge is a valuable investment especially now at the end of
time with various gigantic natural catastrophes. In other words: You should know in advance how to plan and
implement a survival project across the globe despite the current natural catastrophes. Time is short!
If you are an entrepreneur or private individual with some money and want to invest in Life, you are welcome to contact me
here: info@cosmic-contstruction.com This is what you need: humanity, honesty, reliability and solidarity. There are no religious
issues involved. The aim is to start a global business with a limited number of applicants. Please write why you wish to join us.
All letters will be answered. Get in touch as soon as possible, time is short.

Continuation of events which directly and indirectly touch the Moon and the Sun.

Apollo12, 24/11/69

Apollo15, 26/07/71

Apollo14, 31/01/71

The Sun at a Disadvantage

Apollo 6 16/04/72

Apollo9, 03/03/69
Clementine 9, 03/12/97

Apollo10, 18/05/69

Apollo20, 16/08/76
1976-08-23

Apollo11, 16/07/69

Apollo7, 11/10/68
1968-10-20

Apollo8, 21/12/68

Apollo-1, 1967

Apollo13, 11/04/70

Apollo20, 16/08/76
1976-08-23

Apollo17, 07/12/72
1972-12-19

Apollo18, ??/12/74
The Apollo program
from the start…

Clementine I, 25/01/94

Apollo19, ??/12/75

Vostok/East/Dawn

Aleksei Ledovsky, Vostok 1, 1957,
Kapustin Jar Cosmodrome,

Vostok 1
Inofficial

Aleksei Ledovsky, Vostok 1, 1957,
Kapustin Jar Cosmodrome,

Aleksei Ledovsky
According to the Soviet, secret list, the original Vostok
1 was launched as early as in 1957.
Vostok1,1957. Aleksei Ledovsky was the first
cosmonaut to be sent to space from Kapustin Jar in
1957. He was around 200 kilometres from the Earth
when something happened and the signal was cut.
Thereafter complete silence and his voice was never
heard again. But he carried out his leap into space and
reached a height of nearly 200 kilometres.
Source: an influential, top-level Czechoslovakian
military.
The dawn started with Vostok 1. More info at Moon
Mystery, page 7.

Juri Gagarin, Vostok 1 12/04/61
Baikonur Cosmodrome

Vostok 1

Juri Gagarin, Vostok-1 12/04/61
Baikonur Cosmodrome

Official

Yuri Gagarin

Gagarin on his way to the launching pad. In his space vehicle, waiting for take-off.
Gagarin was the first
cosmonaut to accomplish a problemfree spaceflight around the Earth.
More info at Moon
Mystery, pp 4, 1112.

The Ground control was called ”Earth” when
communicating with Gagarin, and the spaceship was called
Dawn 1.

Gagarin called himself ”cosmonaut”

Apollo and the Moon
1967-1976

Apollo 1
1967

Apollo 7, 11/10/68, around the Earth

Apollo-7, 1968-10-11

Apollo 8, 21/12/68, around the Moon

Apollo 9, 03/03/69, around the Earth
Gumdrop - Spider (LM)

Apollo 10, 18/05/69, around the Moon
Charlie Brown – Snoopy (LM)

Apollo 11, 16/07/69, Moon landing
Columbia – Eagle (LM)

Landing site: Sea of Tranquillity, front side of the Moon - Eagle (LM)

Apollo 12, 14/11/69, Moon landing
Yankee Clipper – Intrepid (LM)

Landing site: Ocean of Storms, front side of
the Moon, Intrepid (LM)

Apollo 13, 11/04/70, Moon Landing,
Landing site: Fra Mauro, front side of the Moon
James Lovell (1) John Swigert (2), Fred Haise (3)
Odyssey - Aquarius (LM) – Approaching Explosion

Apollo14, 31/01/71, Moon landing
Kitty Hawk – Antares (LM)

Landing site: Fra Mauro, front side of the Moon, Antares (LM)

Apollo 15, 26/07/71, landing on the Moon
Endeavour – Falcon (LM)
Landing site: The Apennines, front side of the Moon, Falcon (LM)

Apollo 16, 16/04/72, landing on the Moon
Casper – Orion (LM), Landing site: Descartes, front side of the Moon, Orion (LM),

Apollo 17, 1972-12-07, landing on the Moon
America – Challenger (LM)
Landing site: Sea of Serenity, front side of the Moon, Challenger (LM)
Top-secret mission
DOD

Top-secret mission
DOD

Apollo18, 18?/12/74 landing on the Moon
Nathan Walker 1, John Grey 2, Benjamin Anderson 3
Freedom – Liberty (LM)

Landing site: South Mare Crisium
Front side of the Moon, Liberty (LM)

Top-secret mission
DOD

Top-secret mission
DOD

Apollo 19, 19?/12/75 landing on theMoon
Stephanie Ellis 1, Cruithne 2, Alexej Sorokin 3

Endymion -Artemis (LM)
Landing site: outside crater Izsak-D, far side of the Moon

The crew died in a collision in space

Apollo 19, Ellis, Cruithne, Sorokin

Top-secret mission

Top-secret mission

Apollo 20, 16/08/76, Moon Landing
William Rutledge 1, Leona M. Snyder 2 Alexej Leonov 3
Flyover – Phoenix (LM)
Landing site: outside crater Izsak-D, far side of the Moon

Apollo-20, Rutledge, Snyder, Leonov

Vandenberg Air Force Base, 16/08/76
California

Apollo 20, 16/08/76, Rutledge, Snyder, Leonov

Apollo-20, 16/08/76 Vandenberg Air Force Base, California..

CM- Flyover
L. Snyder
CM- Flyover
L. Snyder

LM- Phoenix
Rutledge, Leonov

Landing site: outside crater Izsak-D, far
side of the Moon, 18/08/76
LM-Phoenix

Clementine and the Moon
1993-1997

Top-secret mission

Moonwalker1966delta
CDR

Reserv-LM

Probably four
more astronauts,
two Russians and
two Frenchmen,
ESA.

William Rutledge
Shuttle PLT

The Jesuit/Lord/Bull
Mission Specialist, MSP

Clementine 9, 03/12/97,
landing on the Moon

Reserv-LM

LM-Clementine
LM-Clementine

Explorer/Independence – Clementine
(LM)
Landing site: outside crater Izsak-D,
far side of the Moon

Apollo Skylab
Space station
1973-1979

Apollo Skylab space station orbiting the Earth was an
important cog in the Apollo project.

Apollo Skylab 1 25/05/73

Apollo Skylab 2, 28/07/73

Weitz Paul (3) Conrad Charles, Jr (1) Kerwin Joseph (2)
Time in space station: 28 days

Bean Alan (1) Lousma Jack (3) Garriott Owen (2)
Time in space station: 59 days

Apollo Skylab-3, 16/11/73
Carr Gerald (1) Gibson Edward (2) Pogue William (3)
Time in space station: 84 days

Apollo STP, 15/07/75,
Stafford Thomas (1), Brand Vance (2) Slayton Donald (3)

Apollo STP

Soyuz 19

Leonov Aleksei (1), Kubasov Valeri (2)

Apollo-Soyuz Test Program, STP, 1975
cleared the way for a tight and extensive co-operation

Soyuz 19, 15/07/75

If we take a closer look at the Apollo project it looks fairly extensive, like a labyrinth. Most people on our Earth do not take its
program seriously, including the visible and hidden part of it, which is an advantage for the project. The question is how many of
the Earth’s population have understood its true signification. Large amounts of top secrets gave as a result that even those who
were authorized found it difficult to form a correct opinion on the activities within the lunar project. Let us have a closer look at
the project, with my eyes. It is important for all humans on this planet.

Extra lunar flight in
1962
Top-secret mission

1

Start

Apollo 1, 1967

Apollo 8, 1968
Around the Moon

Apollo 7, 1968

Apollo 9, 1969
Gumdrop- Spider (LM)

2

Apollo 12, 1969
Yankee Clipper – Intrepid
Moon landing:
Ocean of Storms front side of
the Moon

3

Apollo 13, 1970
Odyssey – Aquarius (LM)
Moon landing:
Fra Mauro
Explosion in space

Apollo 16, 1972
Casper – Orion (LM),
Moon landing:
Descartes, front side of the
Moon

6

Apollo 17, 1972
America – Challenger (LM),
Moon landing:
Sea of Serenity, front side of
the Moon

4

Apollo 14, 1971
Kitty Hawk – Antares (LM)
Moon landing:
Fra Mauro, front side of the
Moon

Apollo Skylab 1
1972

5

Apollo 10, 1969
Apollo 11, 1969
Charlie Brown – Snoopy Columbia – Eagle (LM)
Around the Moon
Moon landing:
Sea of Tranquillity
Front side of the Moon

Apollo 15, 1971
Endeavour – Falcon (LM)
Moon landing:
The Apennines, front side of
the Moon

Apollo Skylab 2
1972

Prohibited
area

Apollo 18, 1973
Moon landing:
Copernicus crater
Called back

Apollo Skylab 3
1973

Apollo STP
1975

Prohibited
area
Apollo 19, 1973
Moon Landing:
Hyginus Rille/stream
Called back

Prohibited
area

Apollo 18, 1974
Apollo 19, 1975
Freedom – Liberty (LM)
Endymion
-Artemis (LM)
Moon landing:
Moon landing:
Södra Mare Crisium,
Lake of Fear, front side Outside crater Izsak-D, far
side of the Moon
of the Moon
Top-secret
mission died in
Top-secret mission
collision
in space
All three died during the
mission. (-Luna-23-)

Apollo 20, 1974
Moon landing:
Tycho crater
Called back

7

Apollo 20, 1976
Flyover – Phoenix (LM)
Moon landing:
Outside crater Izsak-D,
far side of the Moon
Top-secret mission
(-Luna-24-)

Prohibited
area

Clementine I
Start: 25/01/94
Vandenberg SCL-4W
Air Force Base, California
Around the Moon

Soyuz 7K-LOK/Luna 15

1969
The lunar probe was called
Cyrillic, Phoenix.
Phoenix = Bird of Fire
Landing site outside crater Izsak D
on the far side of the Moon. Secret
mission which failed.

Soyuz 7K-LOK/Luna 23,
1974
Moon landing:
Southern Mare Crisium,
Lake of Fear, front side of
the Moon
Secret mission which failed

Goal

Clementine 9, 1997
Explorer/Independence – Clementine (LM)
Moon landing:
Outside crater Izsak-D, far side of the Moon
Top-secret mission
Problematic return

Soyuz 7K-LOK/Luna 24,
1976
Moon landing:
Southern Mare Crisium,
Lake of Fear, front sid of
the Moon
Top-secret mission which
failed again

I will not comment on China’s possible manned lunar flights and
landings.

Chang'e 1, 24/10/07
On March 1, 2009, Chang´e 1
crash-landed in Mare Fecunditatis, front side of the Moon

The Moon is a mystery. There are a
number of groups of aliens of various
races and origins on both the front and the
far side of the Moon. It seems as if they
have divided up the Moon between them,
certain areas belong to certain groups of
aliens. It is fact that there are moon bases
all over the Moon. One example is the
base found by the astronomer before
Chang´e-3 landed at Sinus Iridum. It is
not easy to get a landing permission from
unfamiliar UFO members.

Explosion on the Moon at
Mare Imbrium,
17/03/13

Chang´e–3, 01/12/2013
Soft landing on the front side
of the Moon at Sinus Iridum,
close to crater Laplace A.

We now understand that Apollo 18, 19,
and 20 were cancelled. Apollo was, by
the way, a very complicated, difficult
and sensitive program with no
counterpart in modern history. The lunar
program Clementine was a prolongation
of the Apollo program.
A large explosion was discovered in
Mare Imbrium, Sea of Showers, on
March 17, 2013. That is where Luna 2
crash-landed in 1959 and Luna17/Lunokhod 1, achieved a soft landing
in 1970. Apollo 15/Falcon landed in
1971 in the Apennines, at the southeast
edge of Mare Imbrium.

USA/NASA, the Soviet Union/Russia and China know much about the Moon and its secrets. The public was allowed to share
these secrets thanks to NASA/USA and China’s open lunar program Chang´e. We know that UFO monitored the whole Apollo
program from beginning to end and knew exactly what was going on around and on the Moon during the 70s and 90s.
But the most remarkable occurrence was however that the Apollo program took place in parallel with my father’s paternity
issue, the world’s most secret issue now at the End of Time. Now, when time is ripe, the world can also share my father’s
paternity issue. Let me, again, have a closer look at the 70s in the Kingdom of Sweden and analyse that, not least because that
time was also called the Sunrise. The Lamb, Christer R, paid a visit to the USA.

Queen Christina, 1632-1654,
on her silver throne
Abdicated and moved to Rome.
Motto; Wisdom is the Realm’s
support.

Silver/Moon throne

Carl Johan XIV, 1818-1844,
On Christina’s silver throne, wearing a short skirt
Motto: The Love of my People, my Reward.
Crowned
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Carl Johan XIV, 1818-1844,
On Christina’s silver throne, wearing a short
skirt
Motto: The Love of my People, my Reward.
Crowned

Carl Gustaf XVI, 1973 –
On Christina’s silver throne
Motto: For Sweden – With the Times.
Not crowned

Biological counterparts
French origin
Swedish origin

A phoney king

Obelisk

Storkyrkan, the Obelisk and the Rooster

St George kills the Dragon, the Mother
Church

The interior of Storkyrkan

Obelisk

St George kills the Dragon, the Mother
Church

Israel’s God

”I will be what I will be”
Israel’s God

The arch bishop, priestess of the Ox, refers to the gospels in connection with peace while
the pope in the Vatican is already in the world of Revelation; excellent timing.

The pulpit in Storkyrkan

The Swedish Riksdag with the political leaders, the head of state, prime minister, etc were
invited to Storkyrkan to attend a morning service to God’s honour. Which God? The Ox….

The Riksdag and Castle of Stockholm

2014

Head of State and Monarch

The king and company to the Riksdag

1974

Head of State and Monarch

The king and company to the Riksdag

Kungen anländer till Riksdag

The king and company to the Riksdag

The …
head of state, the king, at his chair in the Riksdag.

The monarch, the head of state on normal chair in the
Riksdag

The king receives his speech manuscript for the
opening ceremony

Kungen anländer till Riksdag

The king and company to the Riksdag

The head of state, the king, in front of Queen
Christina’s silver throne.

The monarch, the head of state on a royal throne in
the Riksdag

The king receives his speech manuscript for the
opening ceremony

The Head of
State Speaks

Kungen tar emot texten till tall i samband med
Riksdagens öppnande

He opens the Riksdag for the 2014-15 session. In
his speech he mentions a province without
insignia…

He opened the 1974-75 session and delivered the
Royal Speech according to old ceremonial in the
Rikssal at the Castle of Stockholm.

The Riksdag at the opening session 1974

The Riksdag at the opening session 2014

?
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After 40 years, it ended like this…..

The king exits the Riksdag

The coming 40 years, how will it end?

The king exits the Riksdag

Sooner and later you will see great changes made,
dreadful horrors and vengeances.
For as the moon is thus led by its angel
the heavens draw near to the Balance.

SVT (Swedish Television, public service) arrived at the cabinet meeting in good time. A lady-in-waiting
welcomed the reporter.

The lady-in-waiting gives information on the procedures, how the king will meet the new government. He will shke hands
with the ministers and deliver a short speech.
The lady-in-waiting was very happy and satisfied, maybe she was thinking about the finish of the meeting, organized by
the king.

The government arrives to the cabinet meeting at the Castle at noon. The prime minister and the other
ministers are going to meet the king.

The ministers have found their chairs round the table and are waiting for the Head
of State. After this meeting the new government is officially at work.

The head of state arrives with his daughter Victoria. They greet the speaker and the new prime minister.

The king and Crown Princess Victoria shake hands with members of the new government.

The king and Victoria shake hands with the minister of culture. She is already working with the court writing a biography
of Victoria. She has been a member of the Green Party for three days. She is the great surprise of the new government.

The head of state, the king, his daughter
Victoria and the government with the prime
minister.
To finish the cabinet meeting, the king
referred to an old “trick”.

This is the king’s so-called ”trick”. When it was performed at the end of the cabinet meeting, the audio was cut by the court
and the lady-in-waiting demonstrated how the new ministers were to move to a certain distance from both sides of the table
after instructions by the king. After this the king was satisfied. This was broadcast wound the world and the audio was
restored by the court. Thereafter the ministers were excused, in the name of Wisdom.

We can see the trick from the king’s and his daughter Victoria’s chairs, a ”V” sign, victory for Victoria.

If we look at the trick from the front, we clearly see the V-sign, victory for Victoria. What did the king mean with this trick, the
sign of victory? How many people in Sweden and around the world have understood the king’s old so-called trick? Have the
new government and the prime minister understood what they took part in together with the king and the court? Before the
meeting, the lady-in-waiting did not explain anything about the king’s secret trick at the end.
To better understand what king is secretly doing and what he means by his V-sign trick, please read the following 20 pages.
Then you will understand the king’s message to the world via the new government on which he exerts powerful influence, not
least at the Advisory Council of Foreign Affairs, which he chairs.

An

Ki

Himmelens Gud

Falcon, similar to the Eagle

Mother Earth

Enlil
God of the Air, Nippur

Ninlil
Goddess of the Air, Nippur

Female falcon

Enki’s daughter; Enki was
the God of Wisdom

Nanna
God of the Moon,
Ur

Ningal,
Goddess of Reeds, Ur

Inanna
The Queen of the Earth and Heaven, reincarnation of Tiamat
Morning and Evening Star, Venus, Uruk

God of the Air, Falcon God Enlil founds the Egyptian
religion and calls himself the “Sun God”
The power of religion continues after Sumer

God’s eye from above

God’s eye from above

The Osiris triad: the son Horus, father Osiris and mother Isis.
On Isis’s head is the Moon, around the Moon the Serpent wriggles.

Almost everybody knows about Egyptian history. They also know that Egypt had three supreme gods: the Falcon
God Horus (a reincarnation of, among others, Enlil), the Bull God Osiris (a reincarnation of, among others,
Gilgamesh the Bull), and the Serpent (a reincarnation of, among others, Tiamat/Inanna). Among goddesses we find
Mut, a reincarnation of, among others, Ninhursag and Hathor, a reincarnation of, among others, Ki/Earth Mother.
The gods in Sumer moved to Egypt, and the world more or less knows about the rest. Most gods and goddesses from
Sumer returned as pharaohs in Egypt.

The falcon, looking like the eagle, flies to Greece, to Mount Olympus

Uranos

A reincarnation of, among others,
Enlil and Horus, the falcon god as
the new father of the gods and
supreme god.

Kronos, a reincarnation of,
among others Nanna, the
Sumerian Moon God, and
Uranu’s son

Mother Earth, a reincarnation of,
among others, Ki and Isis/Hathor, the
Bull Goddess

Eros, Goddess of Love, a reincarnation of, among others
Ninlil, the Sumerian Air Goddess and a reincarnation of
Thea.

Today’s Greek mythology also exists in the form av fairy tales with fairyland characters. Behind the saga is a real
world which may not have been created by the main individuals because of the battle about world power and about who
is and remains the supreme god, the Lord. This battle took place in secrecy and large amounts of leaks out of context
made it impossible to understand what happened. Many individuals wrote about the events according to their level of
knowledge and starting point and eventually we got the mythology as fairytales. Note that I compile this text from
certain clues.

The falcon god has landed in Rome.
The bird looking like the flying eagle.

The female falcon has landed in
Alexandria, ancient Egypt

Mark Antony and Cleopatra

Egyptian drawing of a falcon in a human body, could be the
Falcon God Horus in a human body.

The falcon which resembles the eagle also left ancient Greece and landed in
Rome at Mark Antony’s, a reincarnation of, among others, the air god Enlil
from Sumer and, in secrecy, Horus was welcomed to Rome. There he met his
competitor Julius Caesar whose symbol was an eagle. Julius Caesar was a
reincarnation of, among others, Enki, the god of wisdom, and Djoser of
Dynasty 3. Greek history was well known in Rome at that time and we know
that the main characters returned as reincarnations in Rome, such as the bull
god Zeus as Jupiter, Hera as Juno. Athena as Minerva, Apollon as Apollo,
Hermes as Mercury, Artemis as Diana, Afrodite as Venus, Ares as Mars, etc.
We can say that Greek mythology lived on as Roman reincarnations which is
easy to understand, because the Roman empire became a world power instead
of Greece. We know that Julius Caesar, whose symbol was an eagle, was a
great leader. But we do not know how great Mark Antony was and what his
Cleopatra Selene I as a
plans were…
moon goddess

Cleopatra Selene I as a
moon goddess

Ca.41 f.v.t.

Mark Antony, BC 83-30

Reincarnation of, among others
Enlil, Horus and Uranus

Alexander Helios, BC 40-AD 30?
Reincarnation of, among others,
Nanna, Kronos

Cleopatra Thea Selene I, BC 69-30
Reincarnation of, among others,
Ninlil, Eros

Cleopatra Selene II, BC 40 – AD 6
Reincarnation of, among others,
Ningal, Artemis

We know very little about Mark Antony’s and Cleopatra’s life together before High Priest Caiaphas left his office in Jerusalem in AD 38.
Certain sources mention that Alexander Helios (the Sun)) and his twin sister Cleopatra Selena II (the Moon) were born on December 25, AD
40, in Alexandria.
In BC 34 his parents declared him King of Kings and ruler of Armenia, Media, Parthia and all land between the rivers Euphrats in the west
and Indus in the East. His twin sister was declared queen of Cyrene and Libya while their two years younger little brother became king of
Phoenicia, Syria and Cilicia. Shortly thereafter he and Iotape of Media Atropatene were engaged. She was brought to him early in life to grow
up together with him.
In BC 30 his parents were defeated by Octavius (Augustus) in the battle of Actium, his father died and his mother committed suicide. Their
seventeen-year-old brother Caesarion is said to have been murdered shortly after the death of his parents. The ten-year-old twins Alexander
Helios and Cleopatra Selene and their six-year-old little brother Ptolemy Philadelphus were brought to Rome as prisoners of the state. In
Rome the ten-year-old twins were forced to join Octavius’s triumphal procession across Egypt chained in gold chains behind a picture of
their mother with a poisonous snake around her arm. Their little brother is not mentioned in the procession context.
After the triumphal procession the children were handed over as foster children to Octavius’s sister Octavia Thurina Minor, who is said to
have taken care of them as if they were her own children. At some time between BC 25 and 20 Cleopatra Selene II married King Juba II of
Mauretania. According to ancient sources Octavius is said to have refrained from killing her brothers as a wedding present for her. There are,
however, no records which mention her brothers after this. There should be if they were still alive as adults. Their fate is not known. Certain
sources claim that Alexander Helios died in AD 30, but where? Mark Antony’s plans for his children’s future, which he made public,
especially those concerning the six-year-old Alexander Helios, appointed him the King of all Kings in Armenia and other countries.
Carpenter Joseph and his family lived in Armenia.
And this was the year when he left Armenia and went to Nazareth to study. More info at Architects’ Protector, pp 1-17. When someone was
appointed King of Kings it followed that he was the equal of the mightiest god in Egypt, e.g. the sun god Horus. Mark Antony’s plans also
implied that he was to be reincarnated through his son and then he would inherit the title “King of all Kings”, a Messiah title.
As an animal he was an elephant,
to be found on the reverse side of
a coin

Juba II, BC 52 – AD 23
King of Numidia and Mauretania

Cleopatra Selene II, BC 40 – AD 6
Reincarnation of, among others, Ningal, Artemis

Juba II was the son of his predecessor on the throne, Juba I of Numidia. Julius Caesar brought Juba II to Rome, where he was raised. Then
Augustus saw to it that he was married to a daughter of Mark Antony and Cleopatra Selene II. In BC 25 he could add part of Numidia, later
Mauretania, to his realm. He became well known because of his pamphlets with historical and geographical contents. In that way he
maintained good contacts with Rome. Some records claim that Cleopatra Selene II was a superior and dominant wife, i.e. she made most of
the royal family’s decisions. Most important to her was the Greek and Egyptian culture.

Drusilla of Mauretania the elder, around BC 8 – AD
Daughter of Juba II

Ptolemy of Mauretania around BC 6,5 or 1 – AD 40
Last king of Mauretania
Son of Juba II

Ptolemy was a strange king. Personally he saw himself as an elephant and believed he descended from Heracles (lion) and
called himself a jumping lion. He was strongly attracted to ancient Egypt and Greece and he was also depicted as a
pharaoh. He was attracted to the Bull god, Zeus/Jupiter/Alexander the Great. In my opinion he was born from a female
branch in a human-like body which was a combination of an elephant and a lion (after his father) with blood type AB. An
intelligent personality. His mother’s animal origin was a deer in a human body with blood type A. An aggressive and
dominant woman.
Ptolemy knew much about history and religion, the pagan religion as well as the new Christian one and he had messages
about Christianity for his people. He had roots both in ancient Egypt and ancient Greece. In the picture above we can see a
damaged nose, it is hard to determine its shape.

Symbolic

The face of an eagle/falcon

The face of an eagle or falcon on a
human body.

On the obverse of a coin from AD 39, Ptolemy celebrated his ascension, his rule and loyalty towards Rome. On the
reverse is an eagle. The coin contained several messages: 1) his origin was an eagle or a falcon, 2) the animal symbol of
Zeus/Jupiter was an eagle, and 3) the loyalty towards Rome which still displays Julius Caesar’s eagle as a symbol. We
can see certain traces of an eagle or falcon in Ptolemy’s appearance, he had something to remind us of a bird. The
shape of the falcon’s beak was apparent in the damaged nose. (We often say that the character of the nose can be
important)
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Juba II, BC 52 – AD 23
King of Numidia and Mauretania

1

Ptolemy I, Soter, BC 305 – 285 f.v.t, founder of the Ptolemy
dynasty in Alexandria after the death of Alexander the Great

Picture 1 depicts pharaoh Ptolemy I on the coin’s obverse and on the reverse is an elephant. In picture 2 we find King Juba II
on the obverse and an elephant on the reverse. Briefly: Juba II was a reincarnation of Ptolemy and their animal origins are
clearly visible. Now we can understand that the royal dynasty descends from Juba II and the Ptolemy dynasty in Alexandria,
Egypt.

In Foundation Stone, page 31, I claim that that the Herod dynasty descends from, among others, Egypt, Dynasty
XIX/Ramesses, from Babylon and from Greece, i.e. from the Bull Osiris/Ramesses II to Herod the great. I find it important to
have a closer look at the relation between Herod the Great, the Jewess Mariamne II and Herod the Great and Cleopatra of
Jerusalem.
Around BC 26

?
Herod the Great, BC 73 –
AD 4

”tetrarch"; client king of
Judea,
Samaria
and
Galilee. King of Judea BC
40.

Mariamne II, around BC 60 – AD
29
Jewess, daughter of high priest
Simon Boethus.

Cleopatra of Jerusalem BC 69-30
Reincarnation of, among others,
Ninlil, Thea/Eros

More info at Foundation Stone,
page 32.

Herod II Philip BC 24 – AD 34

Son of Herod the Great; married to Salome II,
Herodias’ daughter.- Tetrarch of Batanea from AD 4.

Herod II Philip BC 27 – AD 33
Son of Herod the Great. From AD 4 tetrarch
in Iturea and Trachonities.

Married to Herodias.

Ruled from the death of Herod in AD 4 as a tetrarch of
River Jordan and land areas north-east of Sea of Galilee
until his death. He extended the towns of Caesarea Philippi
and Bethsaida. He executed John the Baptist and allowed
Izates II/Jesus to continue.

Most remaining sources claim that Herod Philip, born in BC 24, was the son of Herod the Great and Mariamne II, his biological
mother. We can read the same thing about Philip who was born in BC 27 and son of Herod the Great and Cleopatra of
Jerusalem, his biological mother. When we read the two messages the first time they may seem fairly romantic but if we study
the texts we find incomprehensible issues e.g. that the wife Mariamne II was killed by Herod in BC and that Herod Philip was
born in BC 24. How could she have given birth to a son after her death? The same goes for Cleopatra of Jerusalem who actually
was Cleopatra VII, the queen of Egypt who according to records committed suicide in BC 30. How could she give birth to Philip
in BC 27? Who were Herod Philip and Philip, where did they come from? - After the death of Cleopatra VII all her children
came to Rome and were taken care of by Octavius and his sister. Her eldest son Caesarion (from her relation with Julius Caesar)
was ordered to be killed by Octavius, as was the son of Mark Antony and Fulvia Mark Antony Antyllus in BC 30. But
Cleopatra’s children with Mark Antony, the ten-year-old twins Alexander Helios and Cleopatra Selene II and their six-year-old
little brother Ptolemy Philadelphus were pardoned by Octavius. In Foundation Stone, page 30, I write that the wife of Mark
Antony initially was Octavius’s half sister Octavia and that Mark Antony had established an eternal friendship with the Bull God
Herod the Great, well known also by Octavius. That is why Herod the Great took care of Mark Antony’s sons, Alexander Helios
with his new name Philip, and Ptolemy Philadelphus with his new name Herod Philip. Mariamne II was the phony mother of
Herod Philip, who was not alive. Cleopatra, however, was Philip’s biological mother. Only Herod and those around him knew
who the foster mothers were. The daughter, Cleopatra Selene II, was sent from Rome to the royal family in Numidia, to King
Juba I where she eventually married Juba’s son, Juba II. In her marriage she gave birth to Ptolemy of Mauretania who had good
contacts in Rome and Jerusalem, i.e. with the Herod royal family.

Two ancient coins from that time, for comparison. One has a picture of Cleopatra, the other one depicts Philip. We can
see that Cleopatra’s skull structure is similar to that of Philip’s and vice versa. Both noses have a typical eagle
curvature and look alike. We can talk about mother and son and the fact that Cleopatra gave birth to Philip. But it
happened in Alexandria around BC 40, the name was Alexander Helios. – We can ask ourselves why it happened, there
must be a reason. Octavius was actually Julius Caesar’s adopted son.
Julius Caesar and
the giant comet,
neutron star
Nemesis, Kingdom
of Heaven

Herod Philip
Kingdom of Heaven

Herodias
Philip
Salome

John the Baptist around AD 10-15 at river Jordan

At that time a man called John appeared at the river Jordan and started to talk about the approaching Kingdom of
Heaven. He was a reincarnation of, among others, Julius Caesar and his symbol was an eagle. John was a
knowledgeable man and he started to talk about the future, the approaching Kingdom of Heaven and multiple
catastrophes at the End of Time. The topic was so interesting that people started to gather around him. Churches,
houses of prayer and other meeting-places became empty and the clergy began to worry about the religion. Then also
Jesus (the Lamb/Virgin), at first secretly, appeared in Palestine with his disciples. Only Jesus/the Lamb had
completely understood what John meant and he was worried that he would disappear into the converted crowd. John
gave new life to the ancient pagan way of washing oneself or touching water, symbolically, of course. Old times were
gone and new times were coming. It seems as if people began to understand and were comfortable with the new
knowledge and the new way of managing their lives, according to some sources and clues. John was an obstacle for
Jesus/the Lamb and had to be removed. John was outspoken and fearless. It was not difficult to find reasons for his
removal. The Herod royal family received the assignment. With Herod Philip as a leader the gang killed John. Who
took part? Well, Mark Antony’s two sons who were born by Cleopatra. John was a reincarnation of, among others,
Julius Caesar and in real life he was falcon Mark Antony’s rival.
More info at Omnipotent Akhenaten, pp 14-15.

Caiaphas, AD 18-36
High Priest, Jerusalem

The Jew Joseph Jr, son of Jewess Mary and
carpenter, jack-of-all-trades Joseph’s foster
son was sentenced to death by crucifixion
by High Priest Caiaphas on Good Friday,
around AD 26. According to the gospels,
Herod Antipas tortured him before the
execution. Antipas was in Jerusalem when
the verdict was made public and he
approved.
Joseph Jr, who was a reincarnation of,
among others, David, was buried in a
garden tomb in Jerusalem.
More info at Man, God and Science, pp
31-34, High Priest Caiaphas’s Will, pp 19, Omnipotent Akhenaten, pp 17-18, and
Tutankhamun, the Young Lion.

Herod Antipas, AD 4-40
Tetrarch in Galilee

Mount Olive, Jerusalem

Mount Tabor

More info at
Omnipotent
Akhenaten, page
22.

Monobaz II, Jacob, around AD 25-40
e.v.t.
According
to Jacob and Gnosticism, Jesus/Izates had left

the Earth, probably from Mount Tabor. Peter, the
fisherman (Paphos bar Yehuda), followed him there,
around AD 28-29. (I can add add that tabor=tábor is a
Hungarian word which means ”camp.” It also exists as a
Izates II/Jesus/the Lamb was Queen Helena’s son and Helena was Julius
family name, e.g. ”Tábori-Tabori.” Add to this the word Caesar’s secret daughter, which means that Jesus was Julius Caesar’s nephew.
Paphos=priestly, pap=priest.
Caesar himself was part of the family of carpenter and jack-of-all-trades Joseph
Fisherman
Zebedee’s
eldest son Jacob
was killed
during Agrippa
I’s reign.

Herod Agrippa I, (Julius Agrippa), AD 34-44

A contemporary coin depicts his eagle/falcon nose

Agrippa II (Marcus Julius Agrippa), AD 44-70
A contemporary coin depicts a nose more like a bull’s nose
During the reign of Herod Agrippa II a man named
Paul worked. He claimed to have met Jesus on his
way to Damascus.

In around AD 26, the son of Jewess Mary, Joseph Jr, was crucified. After that, in around 29, Jesus/the Lamb ascended. Between
34 and 44, during the reign of Herod Agrippa, all of Jesus’s disciples and Jacob bar Monobaz were killed. Jacob was Jesus’s eldest
brother and was killed in Jerusalem in connection with a top-secret book by Thomas, the carpenter’s biological son. Jacob became
Jesus, successor to the Lamb, the Righteous one. More info at Foundation Stone, page 37 and The Fourth Pyramid which
Disappeared, pp 73-74.

The Lord

Alexander the
Great,
(according to
a contemporary coin)

Baal the Lord

And Baal, the
Lord
Alexander the Great

Jesus Beelzebub

A coin from the time of Alexander the Great. On one side is Alexander the Great, on the other Zeus/Jupiter. We can clearly see
Zeus/Jupiter on his throne. On his outstretched arm is an eagle, a symbolic animal for him, too.

The coin tells us that Alexander did not have an eagle’s nose, it is more like the nose of a bull.

15-20 years elapsed between the crucifixion of the Jew Joseph Jr in Jerusalem and Jesus/the Lamb’s ascension from
Mount Tabor. In those days Gnosticism focusing on science and knowledge was in force. Gnosticism was created by
carpenter Joseph’s biological son Thomas. Jesus/the Lamb’s all disciples and most members of the élite converted to
Gnosticism, by then most popular in Jerusalem and all around Palestine. But after all these years a new type of
movement started to distribute the story of the crucifixion all around the world. Initially a man called Barnabas
appeared in the world city of Antioch. After that he came to the town of Tarsus where he met Paul who was still feared,
for example in Jerusalem, because of his brutal persecution of the followers of Jesus/the Lamb. But in Tarsus and
Antioch he could be of great help. This Paul claimed that he had met Jesus on the road to Damascus. The original
Jesus/the Lamb/Virgin then lived in Rome as Nero and he did not meet him. The new Jesus, who he met, was the Bull
God John Mark, Barnabas’s cousin. The goal of this new movement was to leave Gnosticism behind, to renew it and
place the Bull Jesus on the cross, as if he had been crucified in Jerusalem. In the new so-called Christian religion Paul
was appointed the head leader, apostle, with disciples such as Barnabas, Titus, Timothy, etc. They were mainly active
in Greece and that was sensible, since the Bull God Zeus/Jupiter had been active spreading pagan religion and culture
and was still doing that.

Paul’s and his disciples’ first, second and third journey of
missionary.
More info at Man, God and Science, page 27.

The Cilician Gates, a famous pass in the mountains north of Tarsus through which Paul and his
disciples travelled on their second and third journeys of missionary.

Corinth, where Paul and his disciples started to spread the new Christianity with the Bull/Jesus in focus. To the left of Paul is a statue of
Zeus/Jupiter on his throne. People did not know that it was all about the same god with a new name in a new religion, but he gained many
followers among the pagans in the worldly city of Corinth.

A temple ruin in Ephesus in the Roman province of
Asia. Paul and Christianity had to fight against the
strong Artemis cult here, where the Artemis deity
was at the centre.

The island of Rhodes at the busy waterway between Syria and Greece. Paul’s ship
was probably anchored for a short time at the port of Lindos (left) on his third
journey.

The most interesting text among Paul’s records was when Paul mentioned that people wanted to stone him and his
followers in some towns. They did not, in other words, believe in him anymore, they claimed that Paul had lied and
deceived them. In the records we can read that Jesus, after his ascension, appeared in many guises. A new Jesus, the
Bull, appeared. But there was one more, one who knew about all Paul’s missionary journeys and speeches. Who was
the fourth Jesus who looked like an eagle? In this context there was only one who looked like an eagle, a falcon called
Ptolemy of Mauretania, born roughly at the same time as the Bull, John Mark. Paul had mentioned a couple of times
that when he and his disciples returned to towns where Paul had earlier preached about Jesus/the Bull, people started
to throw stones at them and they had to run away. What happened? In absolute silence, in secrecy, Ptolemy of
Mauretania had visited the same places with his anonymous followers and turned Paul’s speeches to his own favour.
In that way there were misunderstandings and hatred against Paul. Ptolemy of Mauretania was declared dead around
AD 40 and about then John Mark, Paul and his disciples started their missionary journeys to, among others, the Greek
places mentioned above.
Falcon Saviour

A combination of
rooster and falcon

The countries of Numidia and Mauretania, as we can see from the map, lie open to places in Rome and Greece. To be
able to journey to these places you cannot be a constantly sitting king. You cannot be a king and a missionary at the
same time and be away from your royal duties to transport secret messages to primarily the Greeks. Ptolemy of
Mauretania had good communications with the Herod royal family up to AD 44, when Herod Agrippa ruled. This is the
most secret event that took place when the new religion was spread. Here comes someone who looks like the eagle and
also has a message. A short conclusion is that the Bull had a strong competitor in the Falcon, the Bull god against the
Falcon god. The falcon saviour as above.

The Bull god Zeus/Jupiter
The Falcon god Hades
Meetingplace in the Middle East
A reincarnation of, among others, Gilgamesh, Osiris,
A reincarnation of, among others, Enlil, Horus, Pharaoh
Nebuchadnezzar II, Herod the Great, Constantine the Great,
Ptolemy V, Uranus, Cronos, Ptolemy of Mauretania.
Otto the Great/Otto III.
Hades has a bunch of grapes in his right hand.
In Egypt he was the ruler of the Kingdom of Death carrying the
name Osiris. But it seems as if he also wanted to rule in Heaven
(in our galaxy).
It appears that the ancient Egyptian Osiris triad with Osiris,
Horus and Isis is severed.

In the Greek divine empire Zeus/Jupiter had a strong
competitor called Hades who became King of the
Kingdom of Death. His wish was to become the king of
all kings and gold was his favourite. In other words:
wealth and fortune were the most important issues for
him. Yellow is a symbol of the Sun which means he, too,
competed to become a Sun king or Sun god. A Lion,
since the symbol of the Sun is the Lion.

Gilgamesh
Enlil

Zeus/Jupiter is on his throne and has a
candle decorated with a sign of Aries in
his hand. The candle means that he shows
himself, that he is not in total darkness.

Aries is the sign of birth of
Man, Cosmic
Adam.
Zeus’s goal is to take over
Man’s role in our galaxy.

Golden globe.
Symbol for one
of the planet’s
richest.

Hades is on his throne and holds a
sceptre in his right hand. In his left
hand he has a globe, which may be a
symbol of the Earth and the Kingdom
of Death. He is in total darkness.

Meetingplace in the Middle East

Symbol of the Falcon god, also
called God’s eye from above.

Symbol of the Bull god

The Bull, John Mark
E.g. Jesus Beelzebub, Mammon
Was murdered in Alexandria AD 68.
There are no contemporary statues or
coins, paintings. He chose the lion as
his animal symbol.

The Jew Joseph Jr who was crucified
and buried. The Lion of Judah
”The first being looked like a lion”

Tetramorph and the gospels

Izates II/Jesus, who ascended.
The Lamb/Virgin;
”The third being had a face like a
human”

The Falcon god Ptolemy of Mauretania
He, too, was called Jesus, Jesus
Mammon, and had a falcon or an eagle
as his animal symbol. The statue is from
his time. He was known as a preacher in
his home country, a knowledgeable,
intellectual king. We do not know
anything about his death.

John Mark
Jesus Beelzebub/Mammon
”The second being looked like a
young bull”

Ptolemy of Mauretania
Jesus Mammon;
”The fourth being looked
like a flying eagle”

We know that John (the Baptist) was executed by decapitation by the Herod royal family. Joseph Jr, Jewess Mary’s son, was
crucified by the clergy and was buried almost immediately. Queen Helena’s son Izates II/Jesus is known as the resurrected Jesus
who ascended to the Moon. There he was subjected to a so-called blood transformation process. More info at Visitors to the
Moon, final, pp 79-80. The rich Greek Mary’s son John Mark/Jesus Beelzebub the Bull was murdered in Alexandria in 68, after
the crucifixion. Number four, Queen Cleopatra Selene II’s son Ptolemy of Mauretania, Jesus Mammon/the Falcon, who looked
like a flying eagle, disappeared around AD 40. The question is where he went, which are the traces and the evidence left behind?
Are there clues preserved after around 2,000 years? We know that the name Jesus includes four different individuals and that the
Jesus, who was crucified, buried, resurrected and ascended to the Moon in a UFO never existed. What this means is that the fourth
Jesus/Falcon also ascended to the Moon from a mountain in his neighbourhood. In that case we should be looking for him on the
Moon in connection with the Apollo 20 lunar flight, on the far side of the Moon, in the so-called city of knowledge. The crew
mentioned that there were two triangular spacecraft or pyramids there. They visited one of them and found two bodies. More info
at Visitors to the Moon, final, pp 72-84. But nothing was said about the other triangular spacecraft, despite the fact that the crew
visited that, too. Let us visit it and see what is in there, something the crew chose to be silent about.

Evening or night

Part of the city of knowledge

In the other triangular spacecraft is another body. Whose?
The body has a blood transformation process equipment.

We can see that the equipment for the blood transformation process is still on the face and that the nose is hooked and similar to a
falcon’s beak. The astronaut William Rutledge knew exactly how to film the face and the nose. It finally turned out to be fairly
good evidence of the dead person’s identity, the person in the other pyramid. Everybody understands that you cannot leave behind
equipment on a dead man’s body and admire it without any sense. Return to pages 19-21!

Inside the spacecraft the guide Jarod-1 has removed the equipment from the face and we can get a better look at the bird-like face, the face of a
falcon or an eagle. The body should be that of Ptolemy of Mauretania, e.g. the Falcon god who looks like a flying eagle. This may mean that
Ptolemy of Mauretania also ascended directly to the Moon after having been declared dead in his home country. On the far side of the Moon, in
the city of knowledge, in a triangular spacecraft or a pyramid, he was subjected to a blood transformation process to become human again and be
able to, at the End of Time, to claim that he is God’s son with human blood belonging to the God who is on the throne. His mother was named
after the Moon. There is one more persuasive clue connected to Apollo 19. Its lunar probe was named Artemis, and Ptolemy’s mother Cleopatra
Selene II was a reincarnation of, among others, Artemis. The astronauts Ellis and Sorokin should have landed outside crater Izsak-D in order to
visit these two triangular spacecraft. This super rich animal is also part of the Christian religion and now, perhaps, the flock of sheep will
understand that they believe in lies and why they are part of a flock of sheep who does not look forward or back, right or left. The clergy around
the world still preach about a Jesus Christ who does not exist in the real world, but that is probably good enough for the flock.
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Picture 1 is a sign that may have a message for the Earth. It exists in the city of knowledge where astronaut William Rutledge
and cosmonaut Alexei Leonov drove past. Pictures 2-8 are illustrations of the guide walking past or placing himself at the sign
and Rutledge who is filming the guide walking along in black clothes. – Note that the astronauts’ clothes were white. It was
the aliens who showed the way to the second triangular spacecraft. In this way a fourth Messiah appeared, a Messiah looking
like a flying eagle.

John (the Baptist)
John the Baptist, a reincarnation of, among others, Enki, Abraham, Zoroaster, Pharaoh Scorpion II, Djoser, Cyrus the Great and
Julius Caesar. Preached about the Kingdom of Heaven and justice. Very outspoken, a highly intelligent orator. Killed by the
Herod royal family. More info at Dynasty 0 of Ancient Egypt and The Fourth Pyramid which Disappeared.

The Jew Joseph Jr was crucified by the clergy and was buried in
Jerusalem. He was a reincarnation of, among others, Marduk,
Pharaoh Menes and Khufu, Tutankhamun, and David.

John Mark, Jesus Beelzebub, the Bull, pretended to be a Jew, spread
Christianity and was murdered in Alexandria. His birth gave us the
expression before and after Christ. He was a reincarnation of,
among others, Gilgamesh, Pharaoh Userkaf, the Bull god Osiris,
Baal, Zeus and Jupiter. One of the richest men on Earth. Mammon.

Izates II/Jesus the Lamb assumed the dead Jew’s
identity, is said to have been resurrected from the
dead, went to the Moon where he went through a
failed blood transformation process. A reincarnation
of, among others, Inanna, Serpent God Uraeus,
Pharaoh Menkaure, Akhenaten and Israel’s god.

Ptolemy of Mauretania, Jesus the Falcon, who looks like a flying eagle. He,
too, was secretly called Jesus, was known in his neighbourhood and spread
Christianity. He secretly went to the Moon and he too went through a failed
blood transformation process. A reincarnation of, among others, Enlil, Falcon
god Horus (not known to have been a pharaoh), Uranus, Hades and Mark
Antony. Maybe the richest man on Earth. Mammon.

Ptolemy of
Mauretania
Son of
Cleopatra Selene II,
Greek origin

At that time the Lion, Jewess
Mary’s son, was crucified
via fiddling and fraud, a false
sentence pronounced by the
clergy. Today the Church
claims that the individual
concerned, called Jesus, was
crucified. Has the world ever
seen, or heard about, a rich
human being who allows
himself to be executed?

John Mark.
Son of a rich woman named Mary,
Greek and royal
origins.

Joseph Jr. Son of
Jewess Mary,
foster son of
carpenter and
jack-of-all-trades
Joseph.

Izates II/Jesus. Son of
Queen Helena of the
Adiabene
royal
family, Julius Caesar’s
daughter, related to
carpenter Joseph.

The so-called Role of Messiah took place in ancient Palestine. It was all about who of the candidates, according to Revelation,
was to be God’s (An, the heavenly Bull) son. More info at Man, God and Science, pp 35-36. Above you can see the Roman
Catholic Church as a female symbol. The Dragon is also a beast who tightly holds the four candidates. Each one of the four
candidates has his own arch angel, such as Michael, Gabriel, Raphael and Uriel.

The Tetramorph depicts four saviours, Messiahs. Three of them call themselves “Jesus”. Which Jesus out of these
three will follow the flock of sheep in Christianity? The Falcon god remains in Rome for the next 1,000 years.

The Popes and Chequered Arms
In the Vatican Library

SERGIUS III 904-911 (941)

JOHN XIII 965-972

JOHN XI 931-936

BENEDICT VI 973-974
BENEDICT VII 974-983

JOHN XII 955-864

JOHN XVI 997-998
Greek descent Supported
by Crescentius

BENEDICT V 964-964

BENEDICT VIII 1012-1024

JOHN XIX 1024-1032

URBAN II 1088-1099

GREGORY IX 1227-1241

The chessboard squares of
the Croatian coat of arms.
Symbol of chess

BENEDICT IX 1032-1048

EUGENE III 1145-1153
The Croatian chessboard square

SYLVESTER III, 1045-1045

CLEMENT III 1187-1191

ALEXANDER IV 1254-1261

INNOCENT XIII 1721-1724

Cardinal P. Paolo Crescenzi 1611 Cardinal Alessandro Crescenzi 1675
Cardinal coat of arms
Cardinal coat of arms

BENEDICT X 1058-1060

INNOCENT III 1198-1216

A 5-pointed star with a
falcon symbol.

Cardinal Marcello Crescenzi
1743
Cardinal coat of arms

Theophylactus I, Count of Tusculum, 864–
924
Cardinal Francesco Crescenzi 1817-1823
Cardinal coat of arms
Family coat of arms, Crescenzis

The family coat of arms was a falcon similar to a
flying eagle
A rich and influential family

There is a very old document in the Vatican library. It deals with popes from AD 900 who had chessboard squares formed as
falcons in their coats of arms. The document refers to Croatia, at that time a kingdom with chessboard squares on its coat of arms.
It all started in the ancient city of Tusculum in the Latium region, situated 17 kilometres south-east of Rome on a hill which is
part of the Alban hills. There lived a very rich family by the name Theophylact, very powerful in Rome. The family had a coat of
arms which displayed a falcon built with squares in black and white or red and white (this place reminds me of the story of
Romulus and Remus).

Crescenzis

A number of popes come from this family, see above. Some of
them had a falcon as their coats of arms, a falcon drawn with
black and white squares. Some had three moon crescents in
their cardinal and papal arms. Popes who carried the surnames
Conti and Crescenzi had three moon crescents. Almost 1,000
years had passed and the Falcon god Mark Antony was
reincarnated as Theophylactus I, while the crescents refer to
the far side of the Moon. There is the city of knowledge which
belongs to Izates II/Jesus/the Lamb-Serpent/Virgin. The
Falcon, too, visited the area after the Lamb/Serpent at that time,
i.e. after the crucifixion of the Lion. It is very clear that the
family branches were divided into two big groups, one with a
coat of arms displaying a chequered falcon, one with three
moon crescents.
During Pope John XVI’s pontificate, as an example, the pope
removed the Hungarian pagan Prince Géza aided by the power
of the Crescenzi family.
The struggle was about religious and political power in the
world and the Holy See was, and is, at the centre of power. In
the year one thousand the coronation was about Jesus Christ’s
thousand-year realm and it was Saint Stephen who was
crowned king on December 25, 1000, in Hungary. Here it was
the Crescenzi family led by the Holy See who defeated, among
others, the Falcon and Bull Otto III.
The last pope surnamed Conti was Innocent XIII, 1721-1724,
while the family name Crescenzi appeared between 1817 and
1823, as Cardinal Francesco Crescenzi.
The Falcon flies on…

The Falcon flies to France, destination Napoleon’s realm
The French revolution took place in Falcon god Horus’s spirit More info at Prince of
Bernadotte

Ponte Corvo, or…
Bernadotte

The Falcon god flew from Tusculum to Pau in the province of Béaru in south-west France and was reincarnated at Jean
Bernadotte Julius and January 26, 1763. We can see that Jean Bernadotte had a typical bird’s face, an eagle’s face.

Here we can see the heads of an eagle, a falcon and a rooster and their beaks which characterize Jean Bernadotte. The
eagle’s beak is a bit longer and has a more powerful hook than that of the falcon. The rooster’s beak is longer and
straighter and does not have the powerful hook at the end.

Jean Bernadotte was a combination of a falcon and a rooster in a human body. To my
understanding he belonged to blood group BRh-.
Karl Johan Bernadotte was from the start called Jean Bernadotte, also Jean Baptiste, since he
was named after John the Baptist who was a reincarnation of, among others, Julius Caesar and
his symbol was an eagle. The fact that he got his name from John the Baptist was not a
coincidence, since he was a reincarnation of Ptolemy of Mauretania. In the secret circles, both
in the Vatican and with Napoleon, they knew that Jean Baptiste Bernadotte was a reincarnation
of, among others, the Falcon god Horus.
In the secret circles they still thought that Carl Gustaf XVI was a direct descendant of Jean
Baptiste Bernadotte. That gave him the right to commit any crime, unlimited. Now the world
understands why the king managed my father’s paternity issue.

The greatest surprise for the Christian world is that this king has nothing to do, biologically, with Jean Baptiste
Bernadotte. He is a phony king, a false king who is actually not authorized to manage my father’s paternity issue in
connection with the Lion, Lamb, Bull, and Falcon. This is gigantic bomb for, among others, the Vatican and
Washington. The outcome of the paternity issue is no surprise since we cannot expect a better, more human and more
honest result of a criminal, stupid, arrogant ox with a featherbrain. The monarchy era in Sweden is over, it has to be
removed before things start to happen.

The Falcon, which
looks like an eagle,
also outside my
family.
My father T.K.
had the
fatherhood role,
which is the most
important role in
our galaxy, the
Milky Way

The Jesuit, Bull, not in my
family, Christer R’s
forged identity from
around 2007

Carl Gustaf XVI
A false, phony king

My father T.K.
had the
fatherhood role,
which is the most
important role in
our galaxy, the
Milky Way

Christer R 1948, was
removed in about 2007.
Helen’s son, Helen was
my father’s cousin.
Christer took over Tibor
E’s identity.

The Jewish boy, Tibor E.
1958-1971, Jewess Maria’s
son,

Carl Gustaf XVI
A false, phony king

The French Revolution was
guided by the spirit and symbol of
the Falcon god Horus, the Sun

The French Revolution was
guided by the spirit and symbol of
the Falcon god Horus, the Sun

The Falcon god’s arch
angel points his sword at
the Falcon god’s symbol.
The
Falcon’s
spirit
guided the French revolution.

Above the sceptre is a
crescent, a serpent
wriggles around it.

After the revolution and
era of enlightenment the
Falcon god himself
appeared in Lion
Napoelon’s family.
Now the world has a
better understanding of
why it was important for
the Vatican that Jean
Baptiste Julius
Bernadotte, ascended the
Swedish throne.

Mark Antony, contemporary coin, and Karl XIV Johan, also contemporary coin. If we compare these two coins and disregard
the fact that 2,000 years have elapsed between them, we notice that the skull structures are similar. We can also say that about
the structure of the nose and the angle between the forehead and the nose. What is more, they both tie their hair in a knot. Both
have bird-like looks and therefore we can conclude that Karl XIV Johan was a reincarnation of, among others, Mark Antony.

Carl Gustaf XVI
Carl Gustaf XVI

Ptolemy of Mauretania
Jesus Mammon;
”The fourth creature looked
like a flying eagle”.

Carl Johan XIV, king and head of
state of Sweden and Norway. Jean

Baptiste Julius Bernadotte,

The fact that Carl Johan XIV got his name from John the Baptist (Jean Baptiste Bernadotte) was not a coincidence, since he was a
reincarnation of, among others, the Falcon God Horus, Mark Antony, and Ptolemy of Mauretania. In the Vatican the Holy See
knew who Bernadotte was and wanted this Jean Baptiste to ascend the Swedish throne at any costs. Napoleon, too, knew about
Bernadotte’s origin. Then they believed (and still do) that King Carl Gustaf XVI is a direct descendant of this Jean Baptiste
Bernadotte. His complete name has developed from Jean Baptiste Jules to Johan Baptist Julius.

The king himself believes he is still a direct descendant of Jean Baptiste Bernadotte. That is why he is allowed to commit any crime and to do
what he likes in the Kingdom of Sweden, he acts like a god. The victorious V sign in Victoria means that he believes he can defeat all those
involved in my father’s paternity issue, he will win. He can forcefully influence the government, e.g. the Department of Foreign Affairs. He
chairs the Advisory Council of Foreign Affairs and can order, for example, the recognition of Palestine on October 30, 2014 (he does not stand
alone here, the time is not yet right for a recognition). This diverted the attention from the court in Sweden to a Middle East focus. But which are
the consequences? A stubborn, stupid Ox with a featherbrain who does not think farther than his nose since he is a phony king, a false head of
state. Time is ripe for a Swedish Republic, a rebirth is necessary.

Béarn

Jean Henri Bernadotte’s sons
We can clearly see that
the Bernadotte brothers
have different skull
structures and that the
angles between the forehead and the nose deviate. The shape and size
of the noses are, however
similar.
Pau
Jean Evangéliste Bernadotte

Jean Baptiste Julius Bernadotte,

1754- 1813, Pau, Aquitania, France

1763- 1844, Pau, Pyrénées-Atlantiques, Aquitaine, France

At Man, God and Science, page 10, I claim that Carl Johan XIV was not Oskar I’s biological father. But his father was of the
Bernadotte family, his elder brother Jean Evangéliste Bernadotte.

Jean Evangéliste Bernadotte, Oscar I, 1844-1859
Carl XV, 1859-1872
Oscar II, 1872-1907
Gustaf V 1907-1950
Baron, lawyer
Oscar I’s elder son
Oscar I’s younger son
The pictures above prove that that Jean Henri Bernadotte’s first-born son was Jean Evangéliste Bernadotte, and the latter’s
biological son was Oscar I. This means that Jean Evangéliste Bernadotte was the progenitor of the Bernadottes, not Carl
Johan XIV. Jean Evangéliste Bernadotte was a reincarnation of, among others, John the Baptist who was a reincarnation of
Julius Caesar whose symbol was the eagle. But his younger brother, who was a reincarnation of the Falcon Mark Antony
and Ptolemy of Mauretania got the byname Julius. Mark Antony was now and then Julius Caesar’s secret rival, but in the
Bernadotte family they became brothers named Jean Baptiste Julius. He did not become a lawyer but was intensively
interested in military issues. On September 3, 1780, he joined the army as a private of the Régiment de Royal la Marine in
Corsica. He was a very devout Catholic, something his brother was not.

Jean Henri Bernadotte
1711-1780, lawyer

X
Carl Johan XIV, 1818-1844

Gustaf Adolf VI, 1950-1973

Carl Gustaf XVI, 1973 -

The Swedish Parliament can ask for a DNA test regarding the king’s origin. This test will clearly demonstrate that Carl Gustaf XVI does not
descend from Jean Evangéliste Bernadotte or Carl Johan XIV. A DNA sample can be collected from the remains of Jean Evangéliste Bernadottes
and Carl Johan XIV. They can be compared to DNA from Gustaf Adolf VI and Carl Gustaf XVI. The outcome will be one that is reflected in the
pictures above. I maintain that these are the blood groups of those involved: Jean Evangéliste Bernadotte ”AB”, Carl Johan XIV ”B”, Gustaf
Adolf VI, ”AB” and Carl Gustaf XVI ”A”. – The reason why Desideria, wife of Carl Johan XIV, left Stockholm was partly that she was very
worried that her son, Joseph Frans Oscar’s (Oscar I) father was her husband’s elder brother. She did not want to be involved when the bubble
would burst and destroy the monarchy. This was Queen Desideria’s greatest secret.
The lawyer Jean Evangéliste Bernadotte died in 1813 and was reincarnated straight into my family tree on November 5, 1884, named Simon. On
November 5, 1810, Carl Johan was adopted by King Karl XIII (this is also a sign…). Vitéz Kemény Simon’s first-born son was called Zoltán
Kemény. He studied at the Military Academy Ludovika in Budapest. He also studied law and became a lawyer. Vitéz, Doktor Kemény Zoltán
ended up in London in 1945 after the war. He worked there as a lawyer to 1949. Then he and his family moved to the USA.

Gustave Bernadotte, 1800-1887

Jean Evangéliste Bernadotte

Oscar Bernadotte, 1807-1883

Jean Evangéliste Bernadotte
progenitor, Worldly Adam, lawyer
Jean Evangéliste Bernadotte had five children with Marie
Saint-Pau (1774-1858) in their marriage
Marie Adelaide Bernadotte (1789 - 1805) Jeanne Bernadotte (1797 - 1854), Gustave Bernadotte (1800 - 1887),
Oscar Bernadotte (1807 - 1883), Marie-Louise Bernadotte (1814 - 1814).

Oscar I, 1844-1859

Bernadotte’s family coat of arms
The eagle (Napoleon/Julius Caesar) and the seven
stars, the Plough (the Dipper)
Napoleon’s eagle was a symbol of Julius Caesar
and the 7 stars refer to the 7 congregations in
Revelation, to be focussed later on in the Vatican,
in St. Peter’s Basilica. This connection led to my
father’s arrival in Sweden in 1956. It also led King
Gustaf Adolf VI to classify my father’s paternity
issue on March 30, 1966. No legal motivation was
attached and the king was not authorized to be king
of Sweden for reasons of heritage.
It is now time for the king to start looking for his
origins since he does not belong to the Bernadotte
family any more. I have already found his origins.

Oscar Bernadotte, 1807-1883

In order to find the biological background of the king and head of state, we should have a look at his earlier family branch from
Germany, the Baden family with King Gustaf V, who married Viktoria von Baden.

Grand Duke Fredrik I of Baden, his children, Fredrik II, Viktoria, the youngest, Ludvig Wilhelm and Crown Prince Gustaf V in their
company. You can see that the children look like each other. All three of them also resemble their father, Fredrik I.

Duke Fredrik II of Baden

Crown prince Gustaf Adolf

Crown Prince Gustaf

Queen Victoria of Baden, the crown prince’s biological mother

We can see that the Crown Prince Gustaf Adolf is a 65-70% of his mother. In other words: he was born from a female
branch.

Fredrik II, father and
Gustaf VI Adolf, son
We can see that Crown Prince Gustaf Adolf looks
like his biological father

Prince Ludvig Wilhelm, father and Prince Erik, son

We can see that Prince Erik looks like his
biological father

Fredrik II

Gustaf Adolf VI

Fredrik II, father
and
Wilhelm, son
We can see that Prince Wilhelm looks like his
biological father

Gustaf V
Gustaf Adolf
We can see that Gustaf V was not Gustaf Adolf’s biological father.
The biological thread in the Bernadotte family is severed.

Gustaf Adolf

Carl Gustaf XVI

Profiles. The pictures demonstrate a similar skull structure for Fredrik II and Gustaf Adolf VI but slightly
different for Carl Gustaf XVI.

Gustaf Adolf VI’s skull structure was a combination of those of his father and mother as is the
angle between the forehead and the nose.

King Carl Gustaf XVI

Princess Sibylla of Sachsen-Coburg-Gotha

Mother and son. The pictures confirm that the son has copied his mother. In other words: he has also been born from a female
branch.

Fredrik II of Baden

Fredrik II of Baden

Gustaf Adolf VI

Gustaf Adolf

Zähringen ätten Zähringen

Fredrik II and Gustaf Adolf

Fredrik II and Gustaf Adolf

Crown Prince Gustaf VI Adolf

Crown Prince Gustaf Adolf

Duke Fredrik II of Baden
Zähringen family

King Carl Gustaf XVI

Descendants, Zähringen family

Prince Wilhelm

Grand Duke Fredrik I of Baden
Zähringen family

Descendants, Zähringen family

Prince Ludvig Wilhelm of Baden

Prince Erik

Zähringen family

Zähringen family

By using anthropology analogies and comparisons between the two families Bernadotte and
Zähringen we can fairly clearly see that the Swedish royal family is part of the Zähringen of
Baden family, from Germany, not the French Bernadottes. There are no biological traces in the
Swedish royal family to connect it to the French family. If we add a DNA test, the result should be
the same. It remains for the king to prove the opposite in order to maintain monarchy in Sweden.

Ptolemaios of Mauretania

Jean Evangéliste Bernadotte,
Baron, lawyer

Oscar I, 1844-1859

Jean Baptiste Julius Bernadotte,

Carl XV, 1859-1872
Oscar I’ elder son

Oscar II, 1872-1907
Oscar I’s younger son

Gustaf V 1907-1950

Up to 1950 and King Gustaf V the Bernadottes from
France were the royal dynasty in Sweden.

Jean Henri Bernadotte
1711-1780, lawyer

X

X
Carl Johan XIV, 1818-1844
Gustaf Adolf VI, 1950-1973 Carl Gustaf XVI, 1973 King of Sweden and Norway
Brief summary: According to information and the pictures I have compiled, the French citizen Jean Baptiste Julius was elected successor to the
throne in 1810. This anthropology compilation clearly demonstrates that from Gustaf Adolf VI the Swedish royal family are part of the German
family Zähringen of Baden. This makes the Swedish monarchy illegal according to the constitution. The king can forget the signs of victory,
“V”, in Victoria, he will never be a winner.

Grand Duke Fredrik I of Baden Grand Duke Fredrik II av Baden King Gustav Adolf VI Crown Prince Gustaf Adolf King Carl Gustaf XVI 19731906-1947
King of Sweden
Grand Duke 1907-1918
Grand Duke 1918-1928
King of Sweden
1950-1973
Sweden
Son of Crime

From 1950, with King Gustaf Adolf VI, the Swedish dynasty comes from the
Zähringen family of Baden, Germany.
All those involved in the secret circles believed that this king was a direct descendant of the Falcon god Horus and John the Baptist. That is
why he was allowed to secretly handle my father’s paternity issue and could commit many crimes without any obstacles. He is the son of
crime, an arrogant animal in a human-like body. He is also a disgrace for all humankind on this planet. France and Germany also take an
interest in the disappearance of the Swedish monarchy.

Christianity
Moon

Sun

The Roman Catholic Church
The Orthodox Church
John the
Baptist, Enki,
Julius Caesar,
used the eagle
as a symbol,
like the eagle
of Rome and
the Hungarian
Turul

Ptolemy of Mauretania, the
Falcon,
Jesus Mammon;
”The fourth creature looked
like a flying eagle”

John Mark
Jesus
Beelzebub,
Jesus/the Bull
whose symbol
is an eagle.

More info at Coats of Arms and Science, page 16.

Mount of Olives in Jerusalem

The Lutheran Church
Luther’s seal had five
white roses in the shape of
a flying dove (falcon or
eagle) and between the
roses a serpent appears. A
co-operation between a
serpent and a falcon.
Clever?!

Izates II/Jesus,
the Lamb,
Virgin/Serpent
Martin Luther’s original emblem which has five white roses in
the shape of a flying dove (falcon/eagle), Between the roses is
a black wriggling serpent, as black as the cross at the centre of
a red heart. Roses and hearts are female symbols. A hybrid can
be called a woman, the other one is a homosexual man with a
female soul.
More info at High Priest Caiaphas’s Will, page 111
More info at Aries, Capricorn and the End of Time, page 27

Mount Tabor

Mount Carmel

The Falcon God Horus wore the Double Crown

Jesus
Jesus

Jesus

Serpent god
Uraeus wore
the crown of
Lower
Egypt, the
Red Crown.

Egyptian deities in Christianity
With pyramid symbols,
Symbol of the blood transformation process?!

The God of
Death, the
Bull Osiris,
with his
beloved
White Crown
Atef –
Osiris’s
crown

More info at
Man, God
and Science,
pp 31-37

As early as in Sumer, at the time of the Father of the deities,
An, it was decided that the final goal after these 7,000 years
is to transform animal blood into human blood. His closest
sons were Enki and Enlil, their first-born children were
Tiamat (hybrid), Enki’s son Marduk and Gilgamesh/the
Bull. They were elected to compete for who would succeed
to become a human being again. We can read about this
competition in Revelation. His son would he who succeeded
in transforming his blood into human blood.
Enki/Djoser/the Scorpion Man (whose symbol was an eagle)
and Marduk/Khufu/the Lion had organised rewarding,
gigantic biological activities during Dynasty 0 and 4 in
connection with the blood transformation process in ancient
Egypt. But the Serpent annihilated their efforts and
everything concerning blood research was ruined. Even the
trials by Gilgamesh-Osiris (then named Pharaoh Userkaf)
during Dynasty 5 were a total failure. More info at The
Fourth Pyramid which Disappeared, pp 1-22.

Enki, Worldly Adam
It seems as if Enlil,
Gilgamesh and Inanna
wanted to remove Enki,
An’s first-born son.

Three of
these call
themselves
Jesus, the
Jew who was
crucified…

The Serpent/Inanna and the Eagle/Falcon also tried to
become human again, but they failed. Serpent have a
research laboratory on the far side of the Moon, more info at
Visitors to the Moon, final, pp 79-80, and Chang’e 3
discovered an even more modern laboratory on the front side
of the Moon, in Sinus Iridum, see pp 68-70.
The problem is that the Father of the Gods, An, is getting
older and now he needs a new human body with human
blood. But none of the candidates managed to become
human again, so we understand his wrath in Revelation.
More info at Man, God and Science, pp 34-42.

In this solar eclipse, the
Moon, too, disappeared.

266, 110 From a Solar Eclipse
John Paul II (1978–2005), Karol Józef Wojtyła
266, 110 From a Solar Eclipse
John the
Baptist

John the
Baptist

The Jew Joseph Jr. who
was crucified and buried;
The Lion of Judah
The first creature
looked like a lion

Izates II/Jesus, who
ascended The
Lamb/Virgin.
The third creature
had a face like a
Man,

In the will of High
Priest Caiaphas
there were only
two Messiahs, the
Lion and the Lamb

In the will of High
Priest Caiaphas
there were only
two Messiahs, the
Lion and the Lamb
A horizontal eight

Izates II/Jesus, who ascended, The
Lamb/Virgin;
The third creature had a face like a
Man.

Izates II/Jesus, who ascended, The
Lamb/Virgin;
The third creature had a face like a
Man.

John Mark
Jesus Beelzebub/Mammon
The second creature looked like
a young Bull.

Ptolemy of Mauretania
Jesus Mammon;
The fourth creature
looked like a flying eagle.

The pope (Moses) who darkened the Christian religion assisted by the Swedish royal family and Church of Sweden after the murder of the Lion Tibor
E in Sweden in 1971 in connection with my father Tibor Kemény’s paternity issue. The Church heralds one Messiah instead of four. Who is your
Messiah?

Rev. 6:2.

Rev. 6:2.

Rev. 6:2.

Rev. 6:2.

V
V
Babylon, where Christianity’s
fate was decided

18

Rev. 6:2.

18

Rev. 6:2.

The Sun at a Disadvantage

The Ultimate Day

7
7

Sooner and later you will see great changes made,
dreadful horrors and vengeances.
For as the moon is thus led by its angel
the heavens draw near to the Balance.
The moon is obscured in deep gloom,
his brother becomes bright red in color.
The great one hidden for a long time in the shadows
will hold the blade in the bloody wound.
The year of the great seventh number accomplished,
It will appear at the time of the games of slaughter:
Not far from the great millennial age,
When the buried will go out from their tombs.
The present time together with the past
Will be judged by the great Joker:
The world too late will be tired of him,
And through the clergy oath-taker disloyal.
When twenty years of the Moon's reign have passed
another will take up his reign for seven thousand years.
When the exhausted Sun takes up his cycle
then my prophecy and threats will be accomplished.

A light phenomenon
in the shape of a
rainbow

7

The End is near. Global climate change is here because of the binary star system. Our solar system contains two suns orbiting each other
and one of them is now at a disadvantage. The 7,000-year long reign of the Father of the Gods, An, is approaching its end. The number 7
is a symbol of his long reign and also a symbol of for the coming 7,000 years. The closer the comet, the neutron star comes, the faster
the planets orbit the Sun. The Earth, too, will experience a change of its level of vibration and due to the acceleration time will also
increase its speed here on Earth. This is also a sign of the neutron star’s presence in the solar system. We all know that time passes fast,
now you know why… See also page 74 which is also very important. More info at The Ark and the Global Flood, pp 1-26, The Maya
Calendar and Omega, pp 1-12 and Now it is Time to Build the Ark Again!

The End of Time
Dan 12:4 and 12:13

Finally:

” But you, Daniel, shut up the words,
and seal the book until the time of the
end; many shall run to and fro, and
knowledge shall increase.”
” But you, go your way till the end; for
you shall rest, and will arise to your
inheritance at the end of the days.”

Tibor E. and I, Szabolcs/ Josef
Photo: Tibor Kemény 1964
Stockholm

Michelangelo, Daniel, Sistine Chapel,
Rome, 1511

5, Jesus said: ”Know what is in front
of your face, and what is hidden from
you will be disclosed to you.
For there is nothing hidden that will
not be revealed.” Jesus, too, wanted all
secrets to be revealed to bring
knowledge to the world.
10. Jesus said: ”I have cast fire upon
the world, and look, I'm guarding it
until it blazes”. 16. Jesus said: ”
Perhaps people think that I have come
to cast peace upon the world. They do
not know that I have come to cast
conflicts upon the earth: fire, sword,
war.”

Tibor E. and I, Szabolcs/ Josef
Photo: Tibor Kemény 1964
Stockholm

